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INTRODUCTION
The word "Prayoga" can be translated to mean "An
Objective Oriented Act".
"Prayoga Sastra" refers to channelizing energies using
Mantra, Yantra & Tantra to achieve a set of objectives.
Usually the Prayogas are done for the welfare of the world
at large or to confer specific benefits to the disciples.
"Prayoga Sastra" is usually for the benefit of one
and all, but its secrets are divulged only to the chosen
ones. Its practice is meant only for a selected few Masters
who possess great qualities of self control, selflessness
and spirit of sacrifice. The results of Prayoga are
immediate, but the process is not an easy one.
The Master (Prayogi), sometimes even risks his life in
order to rectify the fate of his disciple.
The Prayogi, often performs his act secretly amidst
multitasking. He doesn't let know his beneficiary how he
achieved his objective. He feels that it is not necessary
either.
Sri Sridhar Guruji, is one such rare Prayogi, we have
walking amongst us, silently making our living comfortable,
in his own mystic ways. Guruji often says that, Prayers
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are very powerful, and that His Masters have been merciful
in blessing his efforts.
Here are some inspiring incidents and experiences of
Guruji with his Gurus. The material for this has been
pieced together from the informal conversations Guruji
had with some of his disciples sharing, occasionally, some
of his experiences and remembrances. Naturally, this
narrative can be neither exhaustive nor comprehensive.
Our enlightened readers may, therefore, deduce why
some parts of this narrative are brief while some other
are expansive. No one, we hope that would conclude
that what is given here is the comprehensive and final
version of the experience concerned.

If you don’t try to be happy.
You will be happy.

He who envies others will suffer
from want of peace.
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TASMAI SRI GURUVE
It was my good fortune to have been enlightened by
a number of such great sages such as Sri Aravamudan,
Sri Narayana Nambudri, Maharishi Rajar, Sri Amrita,
Maata Chandini, Sri Su-Yen, Sri Lei Peng, Dr. Abdul
Usman Latif and others. Each one of my Guru were
distinguished, original and unique in their own way. None
of them knew imitation.
They taught me many things and I tried to adapt their
teachings to my own path to suit my own style of
functioning. I used to introspect often just to find out if
I was copying any one of them blindly. Due to the grace
of God and my Gurus, I did not find anything like
imitation, which you know, erodes originality. There is
no use in trying to become another Krishna or Christ.
You have come here to be yourself and not someone
else. Let us remember that.
In fact, it was not my intention to become anything
in particular - such as Sufi Saint, Tao monk or Lama. All I
wanted was, to go and wander in far of places of natural
scenic beauty. I did not have resources to cover expenses
for my extension tours. During mycollege days I used to
write to my father for money on some or other pretext
like ‘pay fine for replacement of lab equipment
15
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broken due to my mistake’. No need to add that these
were invented to grab some money from my parents.
Gradually, I gave up these tricks and opted for straight
forward means. I used to drive auto-rickshaws, wash
clothes or utensils in some houses, fetch vegetables, milk
or grocery or serve as a compounder with a doctor to
earn money. Sometimes, I worked as a coolie at the railway
station and also at FCI godown. Then I realized how
difficult it was to earn money and could appreciate its
value better.
I do not claim that my character was all spick and
span. In fact, my relatives considered me a vagabond
and a spendthrift. Slowly but steadily I could come out
of all such shady acts and met my expenses with money
earned by hard labour. Whether it is cutting wood,
cooking food or selling groundnuts in local trains, I
enjoyed the work thoroughly for it was a means for a
good end. Sometimes, during such stints, I used to run
into known faces or acquaintances. They used to question
me why I was doing such odd jobs. I used to smile at
them and quietly withdraw from there. They could never
understand why I was doing all this.
Whenever, I had an occasion to do some service to
old people, I used to politely accept money from them
16

but only when offered. In retrospect, I feel that it was
one of the good things I did in those days. I was not a
loser in the bargain, of course. Some people, who had
taken a liking for me for some reason or other, used to
offer much more than that was due to me for the work
done, as much as Rs.500/- or even Rs.1000/-. I used to
accept it and use it for my tour expenses thinking it to
be a God sent bonanza.
When I had some money left with me, I used to buy
textbooks or stationery for poor students or feed some
poor people, thanks to the inspiration I received from
my parents and gurus.
My parents gave me a lot of opportunity to learn many
things in my life. I consider them to be thoughtful sages
to have brought me into this world for service to mankind.
They were the silent gurus behind me, without whom I
would not be what I am today. As I admitted earlier, I
was not without some negative traits in my character.
But due to God’s grace I could gradually overcome them
and change for the better.
Later, I turned into an idealist. I was budding and
burning with idealistic fervor in my thoughts and deeds
till slowly was weaned away towards totality. Once I
realized that totality, but not perfection is life, I could
17
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come out of all my misconceptions and move towards
divinity with immense confidence. The various stages of
transformations in my life, can be associated with the
unexpected encounters I had with Sages who
condescended to teach me various aspects of spirituality
and guided me on the path towards totality. I owe them
much. It is a pleasant duty for me to remember them
gratefully and offer my sincere obeisance to them.

Knowledge is something which you learn everyday...
Wisdom is something which you let go off everyday...

Money does not corrupt...
But your attitude towards money corrupts.
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SRI ARAVAMUDHAN
People ask for discounts.... This reminds me of my
Master Aravamudhan days....
Wife of Aravamudhan to the lady vegetable vendor....
You say 4 bundles of greens for Re.1/-.... why not you
give six bundles for Re.1/Aravamudhan...Interferes and says... Don’t give even
four since she demands six.... Just give two bundles for
Re.1/Outside the home opposite to house they are milching
a cow.... fresh Milk without water is being given to my
Master’s house...
Aravamudhan: Do you give to every one milk like this
or you mix water and give...
Cow keeper: No I mix water and give...
Aravamudhan: Then you can’t give pure milk to us...
you have to give milk mixed with water in the same
proportion as you do to others or give milk to every one
without mixing water...

19
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At tea shop...
He takes a bun and tea... Its Rs.2/- but the shop keeper
says its Re.1/-... He gives Rs.5/- and refuses to take
change...
Shop keeper:

please take the change...

Aravamudhan... Had you told me Rs. 2/- which is the
fair price, I would have only given you Rs. 2/-, but since
you reduced and said Re.1/-, I gave you Rs. 5/- and
won’t take back any change...
Lords grace...

Never ask the lord for justice for we don’t know
the truth or his design... Just mercy mercy and
mercy is the best to be asked

20

NARAYANAN NAMBOODRI
I was in the final stages of learning a Tantra Nrutyam
called ‘Vaggesayogini ’..... That day I was a little bit
unwell... I could not perform it the way it has to be
performed....
My Master..Narayanan Namboodri: Are you unwell?
Me: Slightly indisposed Swami...
Narayanan Namboodri: We will have it some other
day... don’t worry...
Me: No Swami, I would like to do it today itself...
Narayanan Namboodri: Why so?
Me: Maharishi Rajar used to say that ‘Death can come

any time.... So any day, any moment may be the
final moment... So consider every moment as last
and grab as much as possible’.... So from that day I
consider every moment as the final moment... I don’t
want to miss ‘Vageesayogini ’ since you have already
apprised me of the importance of this prayogam... In
case I am alive later I can right away use it for the cause
21
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of humanity... So though I am indisposed, with your grace
and blessings, I think I can do it better.....
Narayanan Namboodri went inside another room and
brought a hot decoction of herbs which he asked me to
directly consume it in to throat.... I was just alright in 5
minutes... later he taught me and I went on to learn
‘Vageesayogini ’ which I almost do once in 48 days
schedule even today...
All Master’s grace... Lord’s grace...

Unless you live your life fully and without regrets.
You cannot live a life for others... everything begins
with self and on begin contended becomes selfless.
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SRI MAHARISHI RAJAR
Totally pitch dark.... an amavasya day.... heavy rains...
I was carrying my Master Maharishi Rajar on my shoulders
and walking....a long plastic sheet covered his head and it
was hanging till the ground... suddenly due to wind the
plastic sheet blew away... Master said … let us halt
somewhere and then go after the rain reduces.... so we
just stopped below a tree.... rains continued to lash and
sudden flash floods.... water level started raising... I just
took my Master on my shoulders and started walking in
the flood waters... the force was very high... suddenly we
realized we were in a big river and it was in spate... then
the miracle happened... I was just not walking at all and
just standing.... but I was moving first slowly and then at
a considerable speed....
Rajar whispered in my ears... ‘Hey... what a speed? when
did you learn such tricks? I never taught you this’.....
I said...‘I don’t know Master... I am not moving an
inch... but something below my feet is just taking us’...
Rajar in so much rain laughed at his peak and it
thundered across the forest...
He said... ‘nothing to worry... its our friend Sarah’...
23
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Soon we reached the other side and the morning
twilight was dispelling the darkness... Rajar got down from
my shoulders and went near Sarah and patted her on
the head... Sarah is a mugger variety, an indian crocodile...
whenever I see her today I always remember this incident...
purely Lords grace...
❖❖❖

Maharishi Rajar: What do you consider the highest?
Me: Master’s love for his disciple...
Maharishi Rajar: What do you consider the lowest?
Me: Being judgmental in life....
Maharishi Rajar: What is disciple’s primary duty?
Me: To have faith in the Master’s words....
Maharishi Rajar: When does a disciple get enlightened?
Me: In the vicinity of his Master, he is always
enlightened...
Maharishi Rajar: When does a disciple look stupid?
Me: When he thinks, his Master is away from him....
Maharishi Rajar: Why does the Master need a disciple?
24

Me: To lavish his love on him...
Maharishi Rajar: Why does a disciple need a Master?
Me: To understand nature and existence better...
Maharishi Rajar: How do you rate your life with me
after all these years?
Me: I would not like to judge, but its just Nectar, Elixir
of my life... Very Joyous Master....
After asking these questions and replies, Maharishi
Rajar turned to the Yaksha Raja ‘Jeyanthan’ and said...
“Jeyanthan, Do you agree with the replies given by my
son?”
Jeyanthan: Yes... They are perfect...
Maharishi Rajar: Now teach my son the prayogam of
‘Kaivalya Deepika Tantra’ from Yaksha Gaanam...
I prostrated Maharishi Rajar and Jeyanthan...
Yaksha Rajan Jeyanthan started initiating the 252 chapter
of Yaksha Gaanam ‘Kaivalya Deepika Tantra
Prayoga ’... Lords grace...
❖❖❖
25
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Long ago myself and Maharishi Rajar had gone to
Mannarshala and spent a whole day at the temple... late
evening Rajar said he is going some where and I saw
him off at the bus station... I wanted to visit
Chettikulamkarai and have a darshan of my Mother
Bhagawathy.. I waited for a bus on the main road... it
was getting late... the temple closes early so a bit of
concern in one corner of the mind... just then a white
ambassador car came and the occupants of the car asked
me the route to go to Chettikulamkarai... I said, I am
also going to the temple and they gladly took me in...
after about 5 minutes there is road which goes to
Mavellikara... in case we go in that road for about 12 kms
we take a left and in 4 kms you will reach the temple... so
I asked the driver to take left, but he ignored me and
kept driving straight... after around 15 kms there is a
town called Mayamkulam and Chettikulamkarai is just
on the outskirts around 4 kms … so I told the driver
since we have missed to turn, now he can turn left to
Kayamkulam to reach Chettikulamkarai... though we
passed thru Kayamkulam he ignored me and was
continuing to drive... I just kept quiet and around they
dropped me somewhere in between Kollam (those days
Quilon) and Trivandrum... it was pitch dark and I slept
on the road side... may be around 11 pm an old lady
woke me up... she had a conventional lantern in her
26

hand... she asked me as to what I was doing there at
that time... I narrated my story to her... she smiled and
asked whether I was hungry... I said ‘Yes’ to her and she
gave me some cooked boiled rice curd and pickles to
eat... after eating she asked me to go with her... after
walking for 5 minutes in a forest like atmosphere, I was
shell shocked to find myself at Chettikulamkarai... some
Jatra was going on … lots of people around... she asked
me to go inside worship and come... she further said
that she will wait for me there... I had a good Darshan
of the Goddess Bhagawathy... I was very joyous.... literally
with tears in my eyes I prostrated her... she took me to
tank by the side of temple... she asked me to sit on the
5th step from the top... she sat on the 4th step and
asked me to massage her legs... she said she was getting
old these days and was getting easily tired... as I massaged
her feet, she asked me to recite the following mantra..
‘Om Namo Bhagawathy Apprathee Chakre,
Jagath Sammohana Kaari, Siddhe Siddharthe,
Kleem Kilne Madadrave, Sarva Kaamaartha
Sadini, Aam, Eem, Oom, Hithakaari,
Yashshkari, Prabhankari, Manohari, Vashankari,
Shroom, Ha, Sa, Broom, Droom, Krum, Draam,
Dreem, Apprathee Chakre, Phat, Vichakraya,
Bhagawathiye Swahaha’
27
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Then she gave a broad smile and went inside the
temple.... I too followed her... she vanished... I searched
every nook and corner, I couldn’t find her... as I came
out Maharishi Rajar was waiting for me outside the
temple... I just prostrated my Master... my Master Rajar
was in tears... he hugged me, kissed me and said...
‘Goddess Bhagawathy has been very merciful to you... I
was just waiting to see this scene for many centuries... I
saw you massaging her feet and heard her giving
Mantropadesha... I am proud of you my son’..
Then he continued... ‘Only goddess can keep the temple
open around midnight and she has arranged for such a
big Jatra for us to enjoy and celebrate...
Om Chettikulamkaraikshetrasya KalI Kunda
Bhagawathiye Swahaha...
Subsequently when I enquired, they said there is
nothing like a Jatra only some yearly function and it is
after 8 months....
Lords grace enjoy...
❖❖❖

During my early days with Maharishi Rajar he took
me deep inside the forest where we both were sitting
below a very big neem tree and meditating.... around
28

8 hours... then we went to a stream near by and in hip
deep water, he said...‘Repeat this Mantra’...
He said... ‘Ugram’
I said... ‘Ugram’..
One more voice ‘Ugram’...
I looked at Rajar and he smiled and then said... ‘Veeram’...
I said... ‘Veeram’...
One more different voice.. ‘Veeram’...
I looked at Rajar and he smiled and then said..
‘Mahavishnum’
One more still different voice... ‘Mahavishnum’...
Now I knew something was going on...
‘Jwalantham’, ‘Sarvathomukham’... ‘Nrusimham’,
‘Bheeshanam’, ‘Bhadram’, ‘Mrtyumrtyur’,
‘Namayaham’....
This sequence was repeated by different voices...
He repeated the mantra three times and I could clearly
hear different voices repeating the mantra... he asked me
to dip three times in water and get up.... I could hear
dipping of many around me... as I dipped third time and
29
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my head came out of water I saw 10 tigers in a circle
standing around me and Rajar...
This is how I was initiated the Nrusimha Anushtupa
Moola Mantra by Master Maharishi Rajar... each of the
tiger recited one portion of the mantra as Rajar gave the
Upadesham... after they all left Rajar smiled and said they
are the Dasha Dikpalakars... we both stood in the
middle of the Yantram and they stood around us.. I did
avahanam on myself as ‘Shraum’ beejam... I installed
‘Shreem’ with you... the anushtupa mantram given this
way will help you attain the blessings of Lord Lakshmi
Nrusimha Swamy and you will perform a number of
Prayoga Yagnams with his grace for the welfare of
humanity at large... hence the way unfolded with Lords
grace this way.... I was literally in tears and fell at the feet
of my Master... he lifted me up and hugged me.... Lords
grace...
❖❖❖

It was a full moon day.... I had lengthy discussion with
my Master Maharishi Rajar on the finer aspects of
Prayoga Deva Prashnam... I cooked food and my
Master had it... as I was doing paada seva to him, he
went in to deep slumber.... then I had food and was
cleaning the utensils.... at that point of time a very
30

beautiful girl around 14 or 15 years clad in tribal dress
came and told me that she would wash the utensils.... I
said normally after cooking food for my Master and me,
I wash the utensils... I don’t partake that service with any
one else... she was just looking at me and was smiling...
there was a divine beauty in her...
Then...
I asked... How long are you going to keep looking at me?
She: Why? What’s wrong at looking at you?
Me: No, I am feeling a little conscious when you keep
looking at me for that long... by the by who are you?
She: I live in this forest... since its a full moon day, a
desire arose in my heart to come and see you...
Me: May be... but I have not seen you all these years,
where exactly you live in the forest?
She: I can take you and show my place... will you come...
Me: Its ok … I will come some other day.... because my
Master is sleeping inside... if I go with you and he gets
up and needs milk or even water, I will miss the
opportunity of serving him... further I need his
permission to leave this place and go with you...
She: Oh that’s a point... just turn back and see... your
Master is standing... you may seek his permission to go
with me now...
31
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Me: Swami, should I go with this girl to her place? she is
insisting myself to come...
Rajar smiled and said... Go with her...
So after keeping the utensils back inside.... I started
walking behind her... I found a panther and a tiger too
walking behind us... after walking for 2 hours well past
midnight, we reached a small stream of water......
She said... let us take bathe...
We both took bath....
Now in hip deep water she applied some Sandal paste
on my forehead... she herself applied some Kumkum
also on it... she gave a small leaf in my hand and poured
some honey into it... she added saffron to it.. .she kept
her right hand on my left shoulder... and asked me to
repeat the mantra...
‘Om Namo Devathy Devaya Namaha...
Simmha Vyaghra Raksha Bhavane, Kati
Chakra, Krutha Meghale, Bhagawathy
Chandradhi Pathaye, Bhagawathy
Gantadhipathaye, Ttanam, Ttanam, Ttanam,
Bhagawathy Shabdhadipathye
Bhagavathiye Swahaha’...
32

Once she gave this mantra... I could hear many animals
blared sounds and the trees and plants swinging, bells
ringing every where...
I prostrated her and she said with in a mandalam I
expect you to be at Kondungallur.... she smiled and left
with the tiger and the panther... I was just looking in the
direction she left.... the Goddess Bhagawathy of
Kondungallur... Kodungallur Ammae.... the Mother
Goddess of Kodungallur... I just turned around to find
my Master Maharishi Rajar... I prostrated him and he
hugged me.... he was in tears and said... ‘Because of you,
I had a chance to have the Darshan of Mother.. she
touched your shoulder and gave the mantra and so you
had the Sparsha Deeksha of the Goddess’.... after 32
days before the mandalam I went to Kodungallur and
had a darshan of Bhagawathy... purely Lord’s mercy and
grace...
❖❖❖

One day my Master Maharishi Rajar showed a tree in
the forest.... the designs on the tree formations were
very peculiar...
I asked Rajar what it was and he said they are
Yantrams....
Me: Can you impart that knowledge of reading these
types of Yantrams Master?
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Rajar: When it has to be known Lord himself will reveal
it to you...
Years later, one day I was sitting under the very same
tree....
My beauty ‘Chandralekha’ came from no where....
Chandra: You want to know this language?
Me: Chandra, Rajar said if I have to know it lord himself
will reveal... so I am in the waiting mode....
Chandra: Ok... if you want I can reveal it to you or you
want god to come down to reveal?
Me:. Chandra... we are not the doers... neither am I nor
you.... Lord is the only doer and all other things are maya...
to me every aspect of creation is Lord... so in case I
have to know it, it will be a blessing to know it.... and if I
come to know it from you, you are in a way my Master
and I am in a way a disciple....
She laughed and it thundered across the mountain....
From that day she started the ‘Vana Vriksha Sastra’...
Today below the very same tree many times we discuss
the finer aspects of the same sastra...
34

I always consider her as one of my Masters...
Chandralekha... the Naga Yakshini Devi of
Mannarshaala..
Purely Lords grace and will...
❖❖❖

During one of our visits to Hyderabad during my days
with Maharishi Rajar, we stayed in a slum area in
Secunderabad, a rag picker accommodated us for 10
days... our job was to iron the clothes of people.... we
hired a four wheeled manual push bandi... I used to shout
outside the houses ‘Iron Iron’...... he will also repeat ‘Iron
Iron’.... when we get some clothes from a house, we will
stop outside, do the job and give the clothes... we spotted
many like this belonging to our family... Rajar will
say...‘Note this Man’.... ‘Take note of this child, this
woman, this beggar, this kirana wala, this cobbler, this
servant, this home’ etc., like this many places we have
traveled and adored many avatars.... now I smile at many
when I see them.... they don’t know the reason... but
Lords grace, my Master’s grace I know it..... Lords mercy
and grace...
❖❖❖
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In the year 1828 A.D., there was a Nambhoodri family
who were very dedicated in their prayers to ‘Kala
Bhairava’...... it was their fond desire to visit once Kashi
and pray to Bhairava.... they were living in a small village
near the present day Thirissur.... Maharishi Rajar was
closely related to this family.. the husband and wife left
their kids with their grand parents and left for Kashi.....
unfortunately while on their journey towards Kashi were
caught in floods in Narmada river and perished.....
Centuries later, myself and Master Rajar visited a house
near Thirissur..... very wealthy family.... we just went and
stood outside the house for biksha... we both said
Bhavathi, Bikshaam Dehi’ many times, but no one came
outside.... my Master said, you go inside and knock the
main door.... so I opened the gate and knocked the door..
the door just opened... a man appeared... I came back
and stood by the side of my master....
The man came near the gate and asked what we want...
Maharishi Rajar: I have come to inform you that your
presiding deity of the house, Sri Kala Bhairava murthy is
expecting you and your family to be at Kashi on the
Mahalaya Amavasya day this year.....
Man: How do you know that Sri Kala Bhairava is our
presiding deity?
36

Maharishi Rajar: laughed and said... some one from
your household leaked the news to me.... but don’t fail to
go on Mahalaya Amavasya day and have his Darshan....
Man: Please come inside...
Maharishi Rajar: I don’t have that eligibility... please give
us some curd rice... we will have it on the way....
Maharishi Rajar pointing at me and said..... after my
samadhi, my boy will come to you on some Amavasya
day every year..... just feed him.....
He turned to me and said.... any one Amavasya day in
a year you should come to this home and eat food....
Till date, Lords grace and Master’s grace, once in a
year on a Amavasya day I go to their house and eat....
they don’t know me or my name or what I do.... they
asked me many times.... I just smile at them eat and
come.... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

This is Ganda Berunda Pakshi Simham...
It is one of the most beautiful forms of Nrusimha....
its called Ganda Berunda Pakshi Nrusimha Swamy....
It is believed that the Lord revealed this form at the last
37
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stages of his confrontation with Hiranyakasipu.... in
Mantra Raja Pada Moola Mantram there is a term called
Sarvatomukham.... when Hiranyakashipu saw Nrusimha
he could see many faces...
1) Lion 2) Tiger 3) Monkey 4) Bear 5) Boar 6) Garuda
7) Horse 8) Crocodile...
8 heads and 32 hands.... 32 hands depict the Anushtupa
Moola Mantra / Mantra Raja Pada Moola Mantra.... has
32 syllables each syllable / bija akshara represents 1,00,008
upa aksharas... here hiranyakasipu could see the Lord both
in his hridaya and outside and hence the symbolic
representation of two heads of a bird... depicting the
inner and outer... the ego self and true self...
It is believed in some parts of Kerala and Karnataka
brahmins those days will not do pooja punaskara if they
feel their inner is not clean the Rajali Pakshi which is twin
headed just swoops down from nowhere and takes them
and leaves them in Paatala Loka... hence when their
thoughts are impure they never do any worship or
sacrifice...
The Lord in this form is an Aghora Murthy... a beauty
par excellence... while killing Hiranyakasipu he gave this
form of darshan to him and it seems Hiranyakashipu
was given the Aatma Gyana by seeing this form... Garuda
38

was kind enough to give Hiranyakashipu the Charama
slokam of Nrusimha in his ears just before his death...
hence the Shwetha Garuda can be seen near the head
of Hiranyakashipu... its a very rare form of Lord
Nrusimha....
❖❖❖

One day Maharishi Rajar told me that he will show me
something very interesting.... we were walking for almost
two days... so we halted on the banks of a small rivulet...
both of us took bath and were just sitting below a tree
on the banks.... it was almost 5 pm and the sun was
setting early due to mountains being all round... we heard
a very peculiar sound.... such a sound I have never heard
in my life till then....I looked at Maharishi Rajar....he was
calm, serene and his usual smile....
Maharishi: I thought we have to travel a little more...
but ‘Rajali ’ has been kind enough to arrive where we
are...
Me: Who is that Master..... Rajali?
Maharishi: Its a rare form of mythological bird.... only
the faithful can see it..... those days brahmins had a lot
of fear of this bird.... in case any brahmin keeps telling
lies, this bird swoops down on them and it carries away....
39
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this bird will have two heads.... you do one thing stand in
the rivulet hip deep and meditate on ‘Ganda Berunda
Nrusimha’... when you are full with him, open your eyes
and see’...
So I stood in the rivulet and meditated on the Lord...
as I opened my eyes I saw a beautiful bird with two
heads, a very large big body, fully white in colour, with
the eyes of a peacock and a very long beak... it had very
strong legs and was sitting on top of a tree on the
opposite bank... it remained more than 5 minutes and it
sounded once more and flew off in to the sky...
I was in tears and I prostrated my Master for having
blessed me to visualise Rajali... a form of ‘Ganda
Berunda Nrusimha’... Lords will.... mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

Once Maharishi Rajar gave me an instruction to go
and wander in the Vindhyas and Satpura range of forest....
deep in the forest as I was wandering, deep inside I liked
a beautiful place with a lot of greenery around... there I
spotted a very old grave yard... probably it belonged to
the aboriginals of the yesteryear’s... I spotted a base
akshara called ‘Bhara’... I decided to sit in the midst of
the grave and meditate on ‘Marthanda Bhairava’... after
a few hours of meditation, I just opened my eyes and I
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saw a dwarf of the size of may be 6 to 7 inches... it was
just a meter away from me and it laughed.. It just signaled
to come behind it... we crossed a few ranges and finally
we reached a cave... inside the cave, lots of bats were
flying and it was pitch dark... as I entered the cave, the
dwarf vanished... I just kept moving.. Now I observed
and there was some sort of blue light... there was suddenly
a gush of pleasant odour... then the end of the cave, I
saw a wonderful car ving on the rock of ‘Kapala
Marthanda Bhairava’... I just sat before the carving
and meditated on Bhairava... in that ecstasy I was in
samadhi for almost 5 days.. as I got up to leave, I found
a Naaga sadhu standing at the entrance of the cave...
He said in a sweet voice, ‘If you want to go, push me
down and go’... I said, ‘ I will wait as long as you permit
me to go’... he said... ‘Ok, I will initiate you with Marthanda
Kapala Bhairava Tantra... I will say it only once and you
have to grasp it’... I said ‘Certainly I will with your grace’...
I was blessed with the tantra in the next 16 hours... the
naga sadhu gave a mala and vanished... I walked back to
the grave and to my surprise I found Maharishi Rajar
waiting for me there... he hugged me... Maharishi Rajar
said the dwarf was nothing else but the ‘Ksham ’ beejam
of Bhairava and the naga sadhu was the ‘Kraum ’ beejam
of Bhairavi... for the first time in my life I learnt that the
cosmic beejaksharas of Lord too can transform
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themselves from the formless cosmic conscious state to
human state... purely Lords will mercy and grace... praise
the Lord... the all powerful Kapala Marthanda Bhairava
and his consort Kapala Marthanda Bhairavi...
❖❖❖

All bijaksharas are various cosmic energy points capable
of transforming themselves in to human or any other
form... after my Vindhyas experience, I had with Lords
grace many experiences and encounters with such
bijaksharas... they look like highly evolved beings... Master
Su-yen used to very often say they too are highly evolved
souls which remain as beejaksharas and respond as they
are invoked... they are both sound and light oriented...
when chanted with dedication they respond to the
phonetics and when they are meditated upon they
respond to the intensity of meditation in the form of
light... they can transform themself in to any being and
come to the rescue of the humanity and nature...
Maharishi Rajar used to say that they are the ardent
Ganas of Lord Shiva and respond to the prayers with a
lot of compassion... Lords will mercy and grace..
❖❖❖

Myself and Maharishi Rajar were walking in the forest...
I was just walking behind him.... it was a full moon night....
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a very terrifying sound blasted our ears... it was a
monstrous laugh...
Maharishi stopped walking and turned towards me....
Maharishi: Its better we both do the ‘Chittha Kapala
Bhairava Tantra ’...
So we both sat and started meditating on ‘Kapala
Bhairava’.....
In this type of meditation, one will sit on the other
and meditate.... Maharishi Rajar sat on my lap and both
of us started meditating on ‘Kapala Bhairava’.....
After about 8 hours of meditation, we both have to
meditate for another 3 hours one sitting on the tree
branch and the other hanging down from the tree branch
upside down, by catching the branch by folding the legs.....
After around three hours of this meditation and
achieving the Chittha Suddhi, when I opened my eyes as
hanging upside down I found three Kapalikas taking
Maharishi Rajar with them... I just got down and ran
behind them, pleading with them to leave my Master,
instead take me.... they took him to cave nearby.... I too
entered the cave with them....
Maharishi Rajar was made to lie on a big flat rock.....
the Kapalikas were sharpening their big swords..... I
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started reciting the moola mantra of ‘Marthanda Kapala
Bhairava’ in a loud voice...
The chief of the Kapalikas asked.... so you want to
protect him by using the Kapala Bhairava Mantra?
Me: Yes.... he is my life.....
Chief: Okay.... how about the balance of karma, paava
& punya which he owes us? he had defeated many times
our efforts of Vaamachara.... he many times stopped the
‘Nara Bali ’ on account of which we lost many things?
How are you going to compensate for all this?
Me: I don’t know.....only one thing I can do..... my Master
is very precious.... he is capable of creating many disciples
like me.... but to get one Maharishi Rajar is very difficult....
I can offer myself as ‘Nara Bali ’ in place of my Master....
if I am worth such an offering, I may please be executed
in his place... I will also be pleased that I have offered
something very small at the feet of my Master for all that
he has done to me.....
The chief of Kapalikas laughed and the very same
sound emanated and blasted my ears..... they just
vanished..... on the wall of the cave I saw the carving of
‘Marthanda Kapala Bhairava’ and his two Ganas by
his side....
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Maharishi Rajar was in tears and hugged me......
Sri Marthanda Kapala Bhairava Prasanna...
Praise the Lord.... Lords will, mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

One day... long ago...
Maharishi Rajar suddenly woke up in the night from
deep sleep and said... ‘Tomorrow we have to perform
Saptha Kanya Pooja and Suhasini Pooja... make all
arrangements’...
Me: Yes Master... done..
Next day morning I woke by 4 am... had my bath.... I
was boiling milk for my Master... suddenly I realized he
was standing near me...
I said... ‘Master, you can sleep for some more time...
once the milk is ready I will get it your bedside’....
He said... ‘No... No..... how are you going to arrange
for 7 Kanyas and 9 Suhasinis... from where will you get all
the materials? Did you think about all that before saying
‘Yes’ to me...
Me: Master, when you have said, this has to be done, it
will be done..... for I am not the doer... further my Master
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is always compassionate.... he never entrusts any work
which cannot be accomplished..... so once you said.... it
has to be done, I know fully well, that it will be done...
hence my ‘Yes’ to what you said....
Master: Whats your plan of action? Any idea?
Me: Master absolutely I have not thought about
that...infact I know too well, everything has been taken
care.... my Master’s blessings will take me to it....
I just took leave of my Master after he had his break
fast and went in to the forest in search of tribals who
used to live in small hutments/hamlets.... though I knew
the route too well, I was just going round the same place
for more than an hour... I just turned back and started
walking...
Master Rajar was waiting.... I was literally in tears that I
couldn’t find any one or anything..... Rajar came and
hugged me and said..... ‘So nice of you my son.... you
were able to bring all the 7 Kanyas and 9 Suhasinis.... I
just blinked..... Master Rajar just turned my face towards
my back.....I saw 9 married woman and 7 small girls.....
Within minutes a horse came carrying two big
bundles.... when I opened the bundles, I found all materials
for the Pooja.... they all went to a nearby stream to bathe
and come... meanwhile I cooked food to all of them....
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Then the Pooja started.... we first performed to the 9
Suhasinis and then to the 7 Kanyas.....
We made them sit and offered food...... and all of them
left...
With tears, I prostrated Maharishi Rajar.....
Maharishi Rajar: Come with me... I will show you a
miracle....
He took me to the nearby stream..... what I saw there
shook me for a minute...... there were 9 tigeresses and 7
cubs playing with one another in water splashing it......
when I saw the turmeric and kumkum on their face, I
was stunned.....
Maharishi Rajar: Because of your immeasurable faith
in the Lord and the Master, I too had an opportunity to
have the darshan of Para Shakthi as 9 Suhasinis and 7
Kanyas...... you went on and on searching for them with
love as the form of purity in heart, Para Shakthi chose to
walk behind you to this poor man’s home... my blessings
to you that as you grow, your humbleness also grows....
Lords grace...
❖❖❖

It was a sunny day... myself and Maharishi Rajar went
to a wealthy person’s house in Kochi (those days
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Cochin).... he had a big home and a lot of trees in the
front and back yard.... so green... so beautiful.... his son
was a very eccentric guy... he was also there that day....
Wealthy person to Rajar.... he is my son and is doing
Second Year B.Com in a local college....
Rajar: Oh.... you are a very studious and intellectual guy...
Father: He has arrears... doesn’t properly attend
college...rowdyism is his hobby and Swamy you are saying
he is studious...it doesn’t tally...
Rajar laughed....
The boy... All these Swamijis are fake... I don’t believe
you… ok if you are such a big Swamy can you make the
rain God to rain..
Rajar once again laughed...
Just then a crow sitting on the tree, deposited some
excreta on the head of the boy....
Rajar laughed...
The boy got furious... and wanted to leave....
Rajar said... just have a wash and then you can go....
suddenly there was a down pour... we all got drenched..
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The boy looked stunned...
We walked inside the house and Rajar wanted to leave
urgently.... the man gave a towel to me and him... he said
not necessary and we were leaving.... in the front portion
of the building there was no rain....
The father: How is it that only in the backyard it rained
and not anywhere else....
Rajar laughed and said... For your son’s sake I cannot
ask Lord Varuna to rain everywhere...
He turned to the boy and said... you are studious and
intellectual and smiled...
We left...
Today the boy is an M.Com, F.C.A, F.I.C.W.A, A.C.S,
and an LLB... he is director of finance in a MNC....
No doubt he is very close to me and at least for a day
he comes to all our Maha Yagnams... whenever I see
him, I laugh and say, ‘Hey studious intellectual guy, How
are you?’
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With reverence he says... ‘All blessings rained on me
Master... thanks for everything’....
Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

A leader always knows that he can’t win every
argument... Infact his ability to agree to disagree
makes him a remarkable leader

Life is too short... so wasting time in
hating or holding grudge is a sheer waste.
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Didi Chandini
Chandini loves Kali matha.... she used to call me ‘Kali’...
she used to say I remember Goddess Kali when I see
you... I don’t know why she was saying that way...
One day...
Chandini: Kali, why not you perform the Tantra
Nrutyam of the prayogam... ‘Jusaralaki ’...
Me: Yes Master... shall I go and procure white lotus
flower?
(Because we tie our body with a string of 1008 white
lotus flowers while performing the Tantra Nrutyam)...
Chandini: Where will you get 1008 lotus, that too white
ones this season.... come let us find out whether any of
them is available at home.... she took a big mud pot...
asked me to fetch water from the well at her place... then
she started stirring the pot... after stirring it with her hand
for 5 minutes... she asked me to leave my hand inside the
pot and take out what ever comes... I just left my hand
and took one large white lotus.... she said next... next...
next...1008 white lotus was ready...
Then we both sat and tied the 1008 white lotus with a
string... I wore the big garland and performed the Tantra
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Nrutyam for ‘Jusaralaki ’..... it takes 6½ hours to perform
the 3829 steps... she was immensely happy... she literally
was in tears of joy and said… ‘I have waited so many
generations to see this Kali’... my Master hugged me...
then I was asked to go nook and corner and distribute
the lotus flowers to 1008 females... the first one I gave it
to my Master... she kept it behind her head and smiled
and said.. ‘Don’t I look beautiful with this’....
I humbly prostrated my Master Didi Chandini and
left the place to distribute the rest 1007 white lotus....
Lords grace...
❖❖❖

Didi Chandini once expressed her desire to visit Kashi
with me... so we both had left Kolkota (then Calcutta)
by train... we both had a good darshan of Kashi
Viswanath and Visalakshi.... then we left for
Vindhyavaasini.... after darshan she said we will go to
Gaya and Bodhgaya... after Bodhgaya she said we will
go to Nalanda and Rajgirh... we went there too.... then
she said we will go to Gorakhpur...from there to
Bhairava.... from there to Lumbhini.... from there we went
to Pokhra.... from there to Mukthinath and then to
Pasupathinaath... finally we came to Mankhamna.... at
Mankhamna, we both danced continuously for 3 hours...
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all the public were watching.... they asked us whether we
were professional dancers and what was the name of
the dance... she smiled at me and told them...its called
‘Kaali Sridhara Abhinaya Paddhathi ’.... when we were
returning to Kolkota I asked her as to why she called it
so? she said...‘I always see Kaali in you.. when you dance
I forget that you are my sishya Sridhar.... I just look at
my heart and I see Kaali there... I know you are my mother
Goddess and you have come in this form to tease me...
so like your adoring me as a Master, I adore you as Kaali...
I know very well that my life some day will pass away on
my mother’s lap...ie., my Kaali’s lap...ie., your lap’.... on
25th August 1997 thats what happened which she
predicted almost two decades earlier... even today when
I think of it my eyes get parched and tears roll out...
today too... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

Acceptance of Life as it is in totality is
the best remedy to all your problems
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MASTER SU-YEN
Once myself and Su-Yen were roaming in the
Himalayas.... intially he told me two days, then one week,
then it was two weeks, then one month, then two months
and finally it was 78 days... then I was working in
Bhubaneshwar in a bank... when I was about to take
leave …
Su-Yen: Dont worry about anything... everything has
been taken care... I enjoyed your stay with me... hope
you too enjoyed...
Me: Yes Master it was a bliss....
I returned to Bhubaneshwar... went to my home... all
my room mates were talking normally... no one questioned
my absence... I went to office… it was all normal.... no
questions asked... you know why? it seems I was very
much there all these days in Bhubaneswar... it seems even
my parents received regular calls and I was talking to
them...
Now I could understand my Master Su-Yen’s words...
‘everything has been taken care’.... he had arranged a
substitute in my place probably who looked like me....
this is why I always feel Master’s ways are magical, mystical
and beyond human mind and logic... faith is the key...
Lords grace..
❖❖❖
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You all should thank Master Su-Yen....
For I was not interested to reveal anything... he one
day said...
‘My son, time has come for you to reveal things that
happened in your life’...
Me: ‘Oh Master... I had no idea to do all that’....
Su-Yen: ‘Its my order... start doing it... no questions to
be asked... I want you to reveal and its an irreversible
order from me... I too have taken a choiceless decision
in this regard’...
Thats when I started revealing.... Lord’s mercy and
grace...
❖❖❖

During one of my abroad trip, after alighting from
the plane at London Heathrow at terminal 5 had to go
through the formality of ticket checking and security
check.... before going to lounge, had a shower... then
went to lounge.... I was feeling a bit hungry.... so just
took sum loaves of bread and cranberry juice... as I sat
to ate, a very huge fella with a three piece suit sat opposite
to me.... just pushed a plate of Rice, Thai vegetable curry,
some butter and yogurt....
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He: thats not enough.... take some rice too.... as I was
eating he said talk to your mom and wife.... they may be
expecting your call... I just called them in his presence...
He (joked and laughed)... you didn’t tell them I supplied
a great lunch for you....
I smiled at him and he smiled back... I just bowed
down and touched his feet below the table.... we finished
eating.... he patted me on my back and left the place......
my ever loving Master Su-Yen.... Lords grace...
❖❖❖

A few years back one day when I was in the forest
just roaming an unchartered territory very deep inside.......
I saw a medium sized Lingam may be a feet in height
embedded to the ground below a banyan tree... It was
covered with dust and there were a lot of bushes and
thorns around... I didn’t have any Axe... so with my hands
I started pulling out the bushes and thorns... after two
hours of work, I had fairly removed considerable part of
them... my both the hands were bleeding... I just took a
towel which I was carrying in my bag... tore it in to two
pieces and wrapped my both the hands and palms... now
I took out the spare dhothi from my bag and started
cleaning the Lingam...
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After cleaning I felt like doing abishegam... I didn’t
know what to do for there was no vessel to bring water
from some where. I felt a lot that I am not able to bathe
him with water... with that feeling, I just hugged him and
dozed off... after may be an hour or so my feet was
feeling a bit chill and cold... I got up and saw the most
memorable scene of my life, lots of water flowing from
different directions... since the Lingam and the tree was
at a bit higher ground the water almost was up to the
‘Panavattam’ of the Lingam, and the Linga portion alone
was above water... in that water came floating a coconut
shell... I was tremendously joyous... I picked up the shell
and started bathing the Linga reciting Rudram... the water
slowly receded after some time....
In that portion of the forest I found white rocks with
sediments all round... took the sediments mixed it with
water and used it as vibhuthi to the Lord and myself...
plucked some beautiful flowers decorated him and offered
archana to the Lord... after this delightful experience,
walking back, I found a man sitting on a bison...
He said...‘I don’t understand from where do you get
such desires? you saw the Linga, you wanted to clean it...
thats fine... but wanted to bathe him.... do you think I
can build reservoirs for your sake in the forest?’
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I just said... ‘My apologies Master’...
He suddenly burst in to laughter... ‘Dont worry my
son... Is it not father’s responsibility to fulfill the legitimate
desires of his son’...
I was in tears and I offered triple prostration... as I got
up I saw Master Su-Yen going away on the bison... Lords
grace...
❖❖❖

Once Su-Yen asked me to stare into his eyes.... he was
staring at me... Initially I could manage his sight finally
with his blessings the saga went on for 6 hours.... both
were just staring at each other...
A couple of months later I had gone to my favorite
monastery deep inside the mountains of Chiang Rai in
northern most part of Thailand near the golden triangle...
there was the Chinese Master Cho En Lai who is today
92 years old... he does not mix with the public and lives
a secluded life...
Cho: Welcome... I thought I am collapsing... but you were
staring at me and I was saved... by the by there was one
more Master looked like a Tibetan who is he?
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Me: Oh. revered and enlightened Master Cho En Lai, its
the miracle of my enlightened Master Su-Yen from Tibet...
I offer my triple prostrations to you...
Cho: Please convey my heart felt thanks to your Master
Su-Yen for having saved my life... please hand over this
gift to him and convey my respects to him... on my behalf
when you meet him please offer triple prostrations to
him...
When I was in bangkok about to fly back to Chennai,
Master Su-Yen disguised as a Japanese gentleman met
me at Suvarnabhumi airport and asked me..
‘Hey wonderful Master, did Cho En Lai send a gift or
this Master is planning to knock it off ’.... he laughed so
loudly that every one in the airport was looking at us... I
offered triple prostrations to Su-Yen first on my behalf
and then triple prostrations on behalf of Cho En Lai.........
Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

Landed at Doha airport at around 6.30 pm yesterday
from Washington DC.... bus picked up as I got down
and was transported to premium transfer terminal.... went
to the lounge on the first floor... straight went to
bathroom to take bath.... the towel was missing... now
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full wet... can’t open the door... no personal baggage with
me other than the small hand baggage in which I carry
my passport and cash.... just took out the kerchief and
started wiping the body...
A knock on the door.... so opened it... a hand gave
the towel... took the towel.. cleaned myself... dressed
back and came to the main hall... just made a call to my
friend .... searched for food... some rice, butter, lentil soup,
cooked vegetables and orange juice..
A Jewish priest (Rabbi) came and sat with some food...
Jewish rabbi: Here food is good....how do you feel?
Me: Yeah... tastes good...
Rabbi: Did you taste the salad kept on the other side?
Me: No I didn’t notice...
Rabbi: Now a days, you are very careless, neither you
notice whether a towel is kept in the wash room before
taking bath nor you notice the salad... just be here I will
mix a little salad for you and get it....
He mixed the salad and brought it for me....
Rabbi.... How does it taste?
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Me.... Yes Master it is Amritham....
Rabbi... Ok its time... I am leaving... see you some other
time....
As I bent down and touched his feet, he just left....
My Master Su-Yen.... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

Once Su-Yen and myself were sitting on the banks of
Ganges where Alaknanda and Bagirathi were conjoining
at Deva Prayag... Su-Yen was in deep meditation...
something disturbed me and I woke up...
I wanted my Master’s permission to try something....
not much time left... I was concentrating on a ‘Cork’
which was floating in the water... a gentleman way up
near Srinagar had thrown the bottle and cork... the cork
got seperated and was floating down.... on the side of
the banks on one of the bushes a small insect was hanging
on a leaf... any moment the branch is going to break and
the insect may die.... It has to live for 4 more days to be
reborn as a great saint in the next Janma.....
Finally with Lord and my Master’s blessing, I
concentrated on the cork and moved it near the branch...
the insect just moved on to the cork.... with a little more
effort the cork was brought to the shore and I picked it
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and placed it by the side of Su-Yen.... It slowly left the
cork and climbed on to the thighs of Master Su-Yen...
Master Su-Yen woke up and just placed it on an empty
coconut shel... he gave me instructions to take care of it
next 4 days and get it buried some where in Gangotri....
Master Su-Yen left.... with his grace I took care of it for
four days and after its death it was buried in Gangotri...
we are expecting that grand Master to be born after 1048
human years... Lords grace and mercy...
❖❖❖

A few months ago.....
The car left Reiti Bowli at 4 pm... It was around 4.25
pm it crossed Banjara and was proceeding....
The courier boy left in his bike the office at 4.20 pm
from jubilee...
I started my car from Punjagutta...
The bike overtook that car...
I overtook the other car... he once again overtook
me...
I once again overtook that car near HPS Begumpet
and stopped just before this car...
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I got down from the car.... just opened the bonnet...
pretended as though car stopped... closed the bonnet
came to the car behind which I stopped and told the
driver... ‘I am very sorry... I blocked your way since the
engine had ceased’...
By the time this was going on, lucky the courier boy
crossed the danger zone and was taking a left from SP
Road towards Lamba...
The police guy came near my car and said... ‘Good
work my son’...
I just bent down and touched his feet and said.. ‘Its all
your grace Master’...
As I left, Su-Yen winked and smiled...... Lords mercy
and grace...
❖❖❖

In the year 2000, I met a Vaamachari by name Sant
Govind Baba, in the Vindhya Satpura ranges... we were
talking for some time.... then it was almost night... I took
leave of him...
He: Night has begun... you may stay and sleep here
tonight and go...
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Me: No I have to go....
He: Don’t go that side... Its full of king cobras....
I smiled at him and said.... I love to stay and sleep
with king cobras for their poison and variety is well
known to me, where as I don’t know in case of a
Vaamachari....
He too smiled and said.... thats the reason why I needed
you here since I thought I can reduce my poison to that
extent...
I stayed with him and gave him a list of
Prayaschithams for all the nonsense he had done in his
life.... then I took him to a small pond nearby and asked
him to pour water in to my hand...
Thereby I told him... ‘From today you need not worry...
all the consequences of your wrong doing will not harm
you... It will reach me...but keep doing the Prayaschithams
regularly without fail’....
It was almost next day afternoon when I left the place....
after walking about 5 minutes, Su-Yen was waiting his
arms open.... He hugged me and said.... ‘My dear son, I
am proud of you’........ Lords grace...
❖❖❖
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Long back once I asked Master Su-Yen...
Me: Master, should I learn anything more....
He laughed and said...
Once you are a pond.... learning is possible
Once you become a lake.... learning is possible
Once you turn in to a small rivulet from the lake....
learning is possible...
Once you become a river still learning is possible...
What is there to learn once you become an ocean....
Just keep accepting everything that comes in and be
graceful, keeping still in touch with the shores of the
land...
There is nothing more I can offer or you can learn....
❖❖❖

Su-Yen was teaching me an art called ‘Traika’... Its a
little bit similar to Ninja....
Su-Yen hit me in the back and disappeared...
I spotted him and hit him hard....
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It hurt my leg.... I opened my meditating eyes and so
did Su-Yen...
Su-Yen laughed and said... ‘Instead of hitting me on
my back, you hit the tree and hence the pain...
Now meditate properly and let us do this step
correctly’...
❖❖❖

Myself and Sant Vedaranya were busy doing
community service to pilgrims at Rishikesh.... I used to
cook food and he will serve... some times he will cook
food and I used to serve.... since we didn’t have a big
establishment to do all this, for nearly a week we could
serve modestly around 1000 pilgrims a day...
On the last day, in the morning I found a gentleman
arguing with Vedaranya, that the salt was less... so I took
salt and gave it to that man... he said this is not the way...
Then he said… ‘I will cook’ and started cooking... so
fast in an hour’s time the food was ready.... he then asked
me to mix the vegetable pulao made by me with the
vegetable pulao which he made.... I didn’t find any change
in the taste... It was similar...
I asked him... ‘The taste is similar’.....
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He smiled and said... ‘How else it will be..... whether its
you or me, its one and the same’
I exclaimed in joy... ‘Its my Master’...
I prostrated Su-Yen and Sant Vedaranya also joined
me...
Su-Yen told Vedaranya.... ‘Enough of your service
here... take a couple of volunteers with you... your guru is
stranded in Gomukh due to heavy rains... try to help
him out’...
After Sant Vedaranya left, Su-Yen and myself stayed
for 3 more days in Rishikesh and served food to all....
Lords grace and mercy...

❖❖❖

Long back I was in the forest... It was pitch dark and
I lighted a pyre because it was chill and just watching the
pattern of fire in the pyre...
Suddenly I heard a very loud noise.... like a Rakshasa
laughing... I just got up...
The voice.... why got up? scared?
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Me... why should I fear my Master Su-Yen? Once I heard
your laugh, out of my reverence for you Master, I just
got up and waiting for you to reveal yourself....
I just offered triple prostrations to the king cobra which
just came, raised its hood, lowered it and went in to a
bush...
Lords grace and mercy...
❖❖❖

One day myself and Jeevan were walking and going...
He: Do you think I can go today to Vizag?
Me: I don’t know... I will just ask him and tell you....
He: Should I apply for a better new job?
Me: I don’t know... I will ask him and tell you....
He: We want to rebuild our house... what do you say?
Me: I don’t know... I will ask him and tell you...
He: Whom you have to ask and when you will ask?
Me: Right away to Su-Yen Master...
He: Where is he? I don’t see any one with us....
Me: No he is just here with us....
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He started shouting ‘ Auto’....’Auto’....
An auto came and we jumped into the auto....
The auto driver asked...‘Where you want to go?’
Jeevan was trembling... I said...‘Sanath nagar’...
The auto driver smiled and told Jeevan.... Why are
you trembling?
What happened?.... today Vizag is experiencing thunder
storms... your flight may return back...so go day after
tomorrow.... apply for a better job... you will get.... what
was the third question he asked... I didn’t listen to it
properly?
Me: House rebuilding....
Auto driver: Any how you are selling the house on 18th
of September 2013... why do you want to rebuild it? I
have to go some where.. you both take another auto....
Master Su-Yen at his best as an auto driver 2 years
back....
Just received a call from Jeevan....
He has sold the house today (18th Sep 2013) ...
Lords will and grace...
❖❖❖
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Once Su-Yen asked...
Su-Yen: My dear boy... you have a lot of reverence for
me?
Me: Yes Master...
Su-Yen: My dear boy... you have a lot of love for me?
Me: Yes Master...
Su-Yen: Ok if I ask you to give up everything for me,
will you?
Me: No Master...
Su-Yen: Why?
Me: Master, you are everything for me and I can’t give
you up....
I prostrated Master Su-Yen three times and he hugged
me tightly...
For the first time, I saw tears in his eyes...
❖❖❖

Once I had to do a prayogam called, ‘Bhadrakalyan’...
exactly only 54 samithas to be used with little cow’s ghee...
Its a rare variety of samitha which is procured on Suddha
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Panchami day of the calendar month.... normally this
samitha, I procure it on Suddha Panchami day around 9
pm at night in the forest.. so all these 54 samithas were
procured by me on that day...
I was carrying the material in a bag and carried it... the
spot where I perform this prayogam is in a very rough
terrain in the forest and in and around 50 kms nothing
can be seen barring my friends in the forest... I completed
the meditation part of the prayogam in 4 hours.... then I
sat to perform the homam.... I just started counting the
samithas.... there were only 53 samithas instead of 54
samithas.... even if one is short we can’t do the
prayogam.... so I thought Lord doesn’t want me to
continue and so I wound up and left the place...
I walked back 50 kms.... took my car from the main
road and drove back to Madurai..... I called one of our
boy asked him to come to hotel and take back my car to
Hyderabad... I thought of flying back to Hyderabad...
those days no direct flight to Hyderabad... so flew to
Chennai to take a connecting flight to Hyderabad... I
had checked in.... boarding announced...
I was standing in the queue to board the bus which
takes to the parking lot where the flight is parked.... some
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one touched me with a sharp instrument on my right
shoulder and I turned back.... an old man was standing
with a samitha in his hand...
He said... you dropped that samitha while procuring
on the Suddha Panchami day... thats why the count was
53... here is that Samitha... Take this and go back and
perform the prayogam...
I just prostrated my Master Su-Yen and came out of
the airport to purchase a ticket for the flight to Madurai
on that day... went back to the same spot and did the
prayogam ‘Badrakalyan’....
Lords grace and mercy...
❖❖❖

It was quite hot day in the forest.... I was feeling very
thirsty... no creepers around which carry some water in
its shoots.... just walked, walked, and walked.... I was tired....
I sat below a tree... I heard some one saying... ‘Januva
Januva ’.... I know that... I remembered... thats the starting
line of a prayogam..... probably I have to do it now.. I am
supposed to do a prayogam and I should not drink water
for 24 hours prior to it...... already its a day since I drank
water....... Its ok..... but how about all other items... many
items need to be procured.... two tribals were walking
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and coming towards me.... I requested them for many
materials.... they said they are all ready at a place near by...
they took me to that spot... I started doing the prayogam
called ‘Vidhya Aghori’... for this prayogam an Yantram
is drawn and lamps are lit and in the centre we make a
female to sit... the tribals helped me... brought a female
from their hamlet.... the homam is done 10 feet away
from the Yantram drawn on the ground... the female is
considered as ‘Neela Saraswathy ’ and we do poojas to
her and then start the homam.... the homam is for three
hours and the female sits in the yantram till the homam
is finished... when I started singing the gadyam ‘Januva
Januva’, I could clearly hear from the direction where
I originally sat under a tree, some one else also singing
the gadyam.... entire three hours all the gadyams were
side by side repeated by the voice.... after it was over, I
prostrated the female and gave her and the tribals some
money and they all left... I forgot my thirst... so I didn’t
drink water.... I came below the tree and stood looking
up.... I said once again’ Januva Januva’ softly... I couldn’t
hear anything....some one just touched my shoulder....
Master Su-Yen laughed and said...‘First drink this water..
you must be very thirsty’.... after I drank water... He
started singing and dancing ‘Januva Januva ’.... he
laughed thunderously and said... ‘I just wanted to see
you performing this prayogam of “Vidya Aghori”....
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today when you were performing I could visualise some
celestial powers whom I have seen long back... I know
they would come and bless all of us.... Its good for the
world... since I have visualised them, you need to be
hugged and honoured thereby’....
Master Su-Yen hugged me and I was in tears...
Lords will, mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

Master Su-Yen: I feel a person who is attached to a
religion is well versed in scriptures...... what do you feel?
I just kept quiet looking at my Master....
Master Su-Yen: Why are you quiet? You reply what
ever you feel...
Me: A religious person is an authentic person.... his
authenticity stems from the religiousness which he loves
in a religion.... the scriptures should make him authentic
but not egoistic.... he should not be attached to religion,
then he will be egoistic which is basically opposite to the
concept of ‘Faith and Surrender ’ enshrined in the
religion.... Instead he should love the religious flavour of
the religion which will help him to be authentic, but
bubbling with ‘Faith’.... such an authentic person knows
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the value of ‘Total Surrender ’ to God and that reflects
in his actions...
Master Su-Yen was in tears.... he made me to sit on his
yak and he walked side by side..... then I got down from
the yak.... I could see tears in his eyes and he tightly
hugged me...
Lords will, mercy and grace....
❖❖❖

Our guys in US saw me off at Washington DC airport....
I just came down one level for security check and then
caught the train to B gate.... B43 was my gate, Qatar
airways to Doha and onward to Hyderabad from Doha....
since the lounge was in ‘A’ gate area, I preferred to directly
go to the gate and wait for boarding call... an extraordinary
obese person came and sat next to me... his big obese
side was touching me, so I shifted one seat next..... he
also shifted one seat and once again was pressing his
side on me... I once again shifted one seat and he once
again sat next to me... he was laughing... immediately I
recognized him...
Master Su-Yen: Why I should not sit next to you? Why
my body should not touch you?
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Me: Sorry Master, I was not alert and couldn’t recognize....
Master: I just wanted to feel the warmth of your body...
you are fresh out of prayers... just thought of stealing a
little bit of the aura....(He laughed so huge, that every
one was looking at us)... come we will walk down a bit....
So we started walking down....
Master: Get me some fruit juice... So I just got him a
bottle of cranberry juice.... he had some and gave the
rest to me.....
Master: The functions went off very well.... you did it so
beautifully....
Me: Master, you know too well that ‘I am not the doer’......
It was just my Lord (ie., You) who performed it to
perfection....
Master: This is what I like in you.... you never own up
anything... that’s always good.... this keeps you balanced....
okay.... we will go back to the gate.... boarding already
announced....
As I entered the gate, Master Su-Yen waved at me
and left.... I boarded the flight to Doha with a lot of
contentment in mind...... Lord ‘s will, mercy and grace....
❖❖❖
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During one of my conversations with Su-Yen....
Su-Yen: Whenever I come before you, you always spot
me.... where as.... (he stopped)....
Me: Yes Master... I agree.... when I go before my kids,
they don’t spot me..... Master you trained me that way,
where as I never trained them that way....
Su-Yen laughed and said..... I conditioned you where as
you don’t condition them.... I didn’t allow you to think
free..... you allowed them to think free.... I always threw
my weight around you where as you don’t throw your
weight around them.... I believed that plant needs to be
nurtured and manured to pop out of the seed planted....
but you feel....once the spring time comes, the plants
automatically pop up.... my thinking is structured.... your
thinking is organic.... I am a Canal and you are a River....
I was in tears and Master Su-Yen hugged me....
❖❖❖

One day Su-Yen gave me a very old Tibetan coin....
Master Su-Yen: Keep this coin with you..... whenever
you sit keep tossing it.... a time will come it will be taken a
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way by some one.... once it is gone, go to a nearby river
where you are and take bath.....
Master Su-Yen left.....
Almost for two years whenever I used to sit casually, I
used to keep tossing up the coin..... It was one such
day.... I was driving my car..... I saw a huge range of
mountains and that day they attracted me.... I just parked
the car on the road side and started walking towards the
ranges.... I sat on a big sheet of rock below the ranges....
I started tossing up the coin.... just then it happened....
suddenly a big eagle (Garuda) picked the coin as I tossed
in the air and flew up the sky.... I searched for water to
take bath.... after walking for around 10 minutes, there
was a well and pump set.... water was gushing in to the
fields... there was a farmer and he let me bathe.... as I was
bathing, some thing hit my face hard... it just came out
of the pipe and hit me on my head and fell down.... I
just bowed down and picked it up.... it was the same
coin.... the farmer laughed and said.... ‘Continue tossing’....
I offered triple prostrations to Su-Yen.....
I continued doing this practice of tossing whenever I
am sitting some where casually... another 8 months passed
nothing happened..... one day when I was sitting on a
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culvert on the road side and tossing the coin, an eagle
from no where swooped down and picked the coin and
went high above in the sky... once again, I could luckily
find a small pool of water..... had a bath.... I was just
looking for a signal from my Master, but could perceive
anything... so went back to the car and started driving...
after two hours stopped on the road side to have a tender
coconut... after having the coconut, I gave her Rs.50/note and said ‘Keep the change’...
She smiled and gave me a coin and asked me to keep
tossing... the same coin... I prostrated Master Su-Yen and
left the place... nothing happened for another
7 months.... I kept tossing the coin.... one day at the
outskirts of Madurai, I was sitting outside a Dhaba having
tea... after having tea, I started tossing the coin..... the
coin went and fell in side the tea cup of the gentleman
sitting opposite to me... I felt a bit awkward... as I went
to him he smiled.... he asked me to open my hands and
keep it below his mouth.... he just spit the coin in my
hand.... he said ‘Keep tossing’...
I continued..... more than a year elapsed... nothing
happened.... one day I was sitting on a rock on a small
hill between Zaheerabad and Humnabad... I started
tossing.... as I was tossing it fell inside some cracks on
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the hill terrain.... I just came down... looked for some
water.... no trace of water... drove down to Zaheerabad
and bathed in a lodge.....
After two months, I was sitting in Bhuj airport.... flying
to Bombay (Mumbai)..... Master Su-Yen as a ground staff
airline personnel asked me to identify my baggage and
when I did that, smiled at me and gave back the coin....
with instructions to continue tossing...
I too smiled back..... he then laughed....the whole Bhuj
airport shook.....
He said.... keep tossing... you must be wondering as to
what is all this?
Me: Master... yes I do wonder, but I don’t want reasons...
my Master is gracious enough to give me some work
and I am joyously committed to it....
He: Keep tossing... Keep tossing.... Keep tossing.....
I still keep tossing this coin and its almost 30 years
gone... mystery of the Lord and Master combine...
Master Su-Yen: Its lord grace that you have been given
a coin to spin.... as you spin there are immense
possibilities..... how much height it goes..... how many
spins it makes.... what is the angle in which it spins..... Is
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it going to be the head or the tail?.... when it spins what
impact it will have on the Aksharas in the in between
space? how are they going to be motivated due to this
spin to perform their cosmic actions? what metal the
coin is made off ? such a metal what influence its going
to have on the Aksharas?.... who all held this coin and
for how long in the past? how much of bio magnetic
energy diversifications would have been there, when it
was passed on one person to the other and onward to
me, then to you and further? why do you get in your
mind to sit at a particular place and toss the coin? the
environment of the place and Aksharas... and after bathing
and touching back the coin, which Aksharas remain?
which got transformed? which left? .... what was the
condition of the climate where you were sitting?... what
was the omen at that point of time with reference to
space, light, darkness, morning/evening/night.... birds
chirpping... animals shouting... happening of a particular
incident at that point of time before you..... and many
many more things...
Me: Amazing Master...
Master Su-Yen laughed and said.... ‘See this is the problem
with all Masters..... I always keep thinking still you don’t
know all that.. you are so humble and you say ‘Amazing’.....
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Me: Master, though I may be knowing all this and I do
the prayogams accordingly as I toss the coin, when my
Master says some thing, (may be even verbatim the same
thing which has been taught and implemented), there is
always a message... I know too well that my Master always
has his own reason which is beyond all reasoning.... so
what ever you say Master is ‘Amazing’ to me...
Master Su-Yen: laughed..... ‘You are awesome man... you
are awesome’.......
I too burst in to laughter...
❖❖❖

Master Su-Yen: What is your opinion about intellect?
Me: Master, I will be blessed to hear from you....
Su-Yen: You have heard enough from me on this... I
would like to know what you have gathered from all that
I said....
Me: Master... Intellect is the basis of one’s conditioning...
it is tutored.... it is doctored... It is administered in to the
other person.... Its just voicing the opinion of others
without any real knowledge of one’s own self on the
subject... some times its just based on information
collected from books... intellectual people cannot think
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out of box... their thinking is just structured... its not a
natural river but a built canal... the level of intellect depends
on the level of assimilation of the subject told or read..
intellect is not based on real time situations.... Intellects
are not balanced.... Intellect fuels fierce competition and
is basically driven by one’s ambitions and goals.... Intellect
looks for short cuts.... Intellect can also be deceitful...
Intellect can easily be understood and can be
documented... intellect is more organized.... Intellect fuels
slavery.... to me, intellect is just one more source blessed
to demonstrate one’s ego.... It also sees to it that it hurts
others..... In fact instead of being intellectual, its better
to be blessed with ignorance, since it may not hurt others...
Su-Yen: Excellent... what about intelligence?
Me: Master intelligence is grace.... a very intelligent man
is dangerous for an intellectual man, since the intelligent
man cannot be conditioned.... an intelligent person cannot
be enslaved.... Intelligence is the source of balance...
intelligence never compares... Intelligence just
understands... it drops things then and there and moves
on.... Intelligence is natural... more like a flowing river.... a
very intelligent person wonders all the elements of
nature.... certainly not on an ego trip.... Intelligence
converts maladies in to melodies..... It doesn’t
demonstrate.... It makes every being joyous and its one
with the nature....
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Su-Yen: Certainly understood beautifully.... Are you an
intellectual person or an intelligent person?
Me: Master, I can’t judge myself... a person who is
interested in the case cannot be the judge of the case....
so I cannot reply..
Master Su-Yen: Thats good.... being non judgmental
about one’s own self will also truly develop a person to
reach better heights since we are not the doers... the
question of comparison, targets, goals, achievements,
judgment come only when we act as though we are the
doers.... misery is fueled because of one’s ego, claims of
supremacy and ambitions...
Thats why today’s world is full of misery and
embarking on greed...
To me you are certainly intelligent... you love nature
and the mother nature loves you.... Be joyous...
Master Su-Yen: You were with many Masters... can you
express in one line what you learnt from them?
Me: I am neither the doer nor reaper of consequences
and that I am always free..
Master Su-Yen: Then who are you?
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Me: Righteousness and unrighteousness, pleasure and
pain are purely of the mind and is of no concern to me...
Master Su-Yen: How to achieve that stage?
Me: There is nothing to achieve... there is nothing to
surpass... there is nothing to win over... my pure self is
just as perfect as it is...
Master Su-Yen: Then what is the purpose of being born
with physique and mind?
Me: Just to realize that perishable elements perish and
the imperishable stands out...
Master Su-Yen: Where this leads to?
Me: The imperishable being a witness to all actions of
perishable...
Master Su-Yen: What do you think made you this way?
Me: Grace Master, grace..
Master Su-Yen: We are proud of you.. you have arrived...
nothing more needs to be taught.... you are in the state
of ‘Sthitha Pragna’... we see ourself in you, my son...
Master Su-Yen hugged me..
❖❖❖
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Just was roaming in the himalayas... was at Rishikesh.... I
met a saint.... It was a day of Maha Shivaratri....
He: Will you come with me?...
Me: Ok. I will come with you.... but I will stop at the
10000th step....
He: What?
Me: As I walk I will be counting my steps... once I am
finished 10000 steps , I will return back... do you agree?
He: Okay...
As we were going he asked me how many steps you
have crossed... I was telling him.... 2335 steps, then it was
6765 steps, then it was 8613 steps....
He started panicking...
He said... Still a lot of distance left... I am nervous....
I laughed and said... You are a saint... you should not
worry about petty things...
He retorted back.... ‘This is not a petty thing .... I don’t
think the other saint was wrong.... he asked me to take
you to the cave where I reside... I don’t know what for
he said this’....
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Finally he stopped... Asked me... ‘How many steps
over?’...
I said.... We have crossed 9885 steps till now....
He sat down.... He was totally stressed...
I said... We will play ‘Hide and Seek’ for some time...
don’t worry I won’t count the remaining steps for the
‘Hide and Seek’ game... this will not be taken in to
account.....
He said.... “I am unable to understand you.... Its such
a serious matter... I have to take you to my caves… a
hardly 115 steps remains and you are playing with me...”
I said... “the best thing to do when you are stressed is
to play... I suggested this to relieve your stress..”
He started hiding and I will catch him..... I will hide
and he will catch me... we spent almost an hour playing....
Now the time has come.... he came in search of me....
and finally caught me.... I was sitting in his cave....
He asked me....“ how did the cave come here.... its still
far off... Its not that easy to reach this place.... we have
not crossed the Ravines... we didn’t cross the 5
mountains.... who are you? why did the other saint ask
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me to take you to my cave? what is all this drama? I am
utterly confused......”
Me: Where do you sit for ‘Dhyana’ in this cave...
He took me to that spot.....
I took some sharper stones and started digging that
place... after removing the chips and sediments down
below there was a ‘Spatika Lingam’ around 9 inches in
height and around 4 inches at the belly across.... a beautiful
blue, green and yellow light emanated from it..... finally
the entire cave was more yellow in colour... I gave the
Lingam to him and told....
Me: This is a Lingam which was worshiped by your
ancestors... so continue to worship it with faith.... it will
deliver you to the cosmos....
The saint was stunned.... I left the place... as I was
coming back, Master Su-Yen was standing there waiting
for me at a distance....
Master Su-Yen: I am proud of you....
Me: Its all your grace Master...
He hugged me and I could not control my tears.....
Lords grace..
❖❖❖
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Myself and Master Su-Yen were roaming in the
Himalayas... he suddenly pointed to a steep mountain
behind a lot of ranges and asked...
Master Su-Yen: Can you climb this mountain? when I
was young I have climbed it many times.... there is a
cave at the top.... there is a beautiful ‘Kaala Bhairava
Murthy’ inside the cave.... Why not you give it a try?
Me: Yes Master... with your grace I feel I can do it...
when am I suppose to leave on this yatra master?
Master Su-Yen: Now.... at once....
I took leave of Su-Yen.... I was walking...walking... up
and down.... ranges one after the other and by the time I
reached the valley of the steep mountain it was 4 days...
Finally I reached the cave on the fifth day..
A very old man was sitting and doing pooja to
Bhairava... on seeing me, coming inside the cave, he made
me sit and gave me water to drink.... he also gave me
some sweets to eat... then he gave a broad smile....
Its my Master Su-Yen....
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Me: Master... superb.... with all my youth, it took me 5
days to reach this spot.... you are very great master... you
could be here before me.....
Master Su-Yen laughed and said.... “thats why I am
the master and you are a disciple... after nearly 1000 years
you are visiting this place... those days you used to come
very often to pray to this Bhairava...... just see his eyes...”
I started meditating on Bhairava’s eyes, I could see all
that happened 1000 years back... I was in tears...
Master Su-Yen too was in tears.... since he was there
with me then too...
Me: Master you were there then too with me...
Master Su-Yen: How can you expect the sun to leave
the sky?... on death there is a temporary gap... like sun
setting.... but on rebirth, sun has to come back next day...
our fate is orchestrated that way, neither you can leave
me nor I can leave you....
I offered triple prostrations to my Master and he
hugged me emotionally...
Me: Can I stay here and offer prayers for a day master...
I like this place a lot... I feel nostalgic...
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Master Su-Yen: By all means... enjoy....
Master Su-Yen left....
I enjoyed praying to Lord Bhairava for a day....
Lord’s grace...
❖❖❖

Though there are many paths to enlightenment,
the one through the heart is the easiest and best.

Insteadoff feeling lonely, realise that
you are alone with God.
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PURUSHOTTHAM DAS KAKKADE
Brugu Maharishi came down to earth in human
form and was wandering in the forest... a beautiful lady
served him during his days in the forest.. while leaving
Brugu asked the lady as to what she wanted for all the
service she had done to him... she said she wanted to
have his children... Brugu conceded to her request and
got married to her... he lived with her for few more years...
she during this time gave birth to three sons and a
daughter... Brugu took leave of the lady and left for his
celestial abode..
Her name was Virajitha... she gave birth to
Purushotthamdas, Sorro, Broothas and Shanthi Devi...
While Purushotthamdas was initiated in to
Dakshachara practice, Sorro and Broothas were in to
Vaamachara... Shanthi Devi married a brahmin by name
Vidyadhara Sastry who was a famous Vaamachara disciple
of Sorro......they were blessed with a female child... This
is how ‘Sailendri ’ was born...
❖❖❖

Sailendri was born in a brahmin family.... the evil
‘Broothas’, the elder brother of ‘Sorro’ entered the world
as Eeshwara Sharma... he loved Sailendri and married
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her....they had a son by name ‘Gaja Simha Sharma’...
evil has its own ways and its very perfect in choosing its
targets... Eeshwara Sharma was performing a number of
Vaamachaara prayogams against the welfare of many
and nature.... Sailendri started objecting to the evil
practices.... he used to torture Sailendri... divided her from
her family.... he virtually abused her ... left her in lurch and
went away...
One day a princely gentleman spotted her and took
her and her son to his place.... his wives and other family
members took extreme care of her.... finally he fell in love
with her and got married to her... she gave birth to two
more sons and one daughter...
Gaja Simha Sharma who was born to Sailendri was
approached by his father Eeshwara Sharma reminding
him of his relationship as a father.... Gaja Simha Sharma
refused to entertain his father and politely told him that
his father was ‘Purushottham Das Kakkade, the princely
gentleman and not Eeshwara Sharma.... this infuriated
further Eeshwara Sharma (Broothas) and marked
‘Purushotthamdas Kakkade’ as his first enemy in life...
Sri Purushottham Das Kakkade now earned the enemity
of Eeshwara Sharma also due to this...
Gaja Simha Sharma was a very responsible boy and
learnt the Dakshachara Prayoga Vidya under
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Purushottham Das Kakkade along with Devanatha, who
was a more senior disciple..... he vowed to protect all the
other kids in the family against all possible Vaamachara
threats.... so he remained a bachelor to take care of the
family clan...
Sorro was already a sworn enemy of Purushottham
Das Kakkade and Broothas joined his brother as
Eeshwara Sharma waiting for the right time to seek
revenge...
The story moves on...
❖❖❖

Many hundred years back, there lived a poor brahmin
by name Madhava Teerthar, near the present day
Madurai.... his wife’s name was Mangalambika..... they
had a son by name ‘Devanatha’ who was 14 years of
age... daily ‘Devanantha’ used to visit a Shivalayam which
was nearby.... there was a stone image of Lord Kaala
Bhairava in that temple.... Devanatha was always
fascinated on seeing Bhairava.... he wanted to know more
about his Lord.... but no one in the temple or outside
could brief about the Lord.... so he asked his father
‘Madhava Teerthar ’ about Lord Bhairava.....
His father said....‘My dear son, its impossible to say
anything about Lord Kaala Bhairava, unless he reveals
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himself to you.... what ever I say will not be even a millionth
or billionth of what he is... keep pondering about him...
he will himself one day reveal his prowess to you’....
So ‘Devanatha’ every day religiously went to the
temple and meditated and prayed to Lord.... one day it
so happened he meditated for long and it was night....
the temple priest locked the temple main door and went
away...
He opened his eyes in the middle of the night...
Devanatha found a boy around 6 years standing
opposite to him...
Devanatha: I think the temple priest has locked both
of us inside the temple and gone....don’t worry... I will
take care of you....
Boy: I feel very hungry.... can you feed me?
Devanatha: I will just go round the temple and see if
there is anything available.... its very dark... no lights....
except the light glowing near the Bhairava.... so you sit
here itself and I will go and search for food....
Boy: How you will search for food in the dark... take this
lamp and go....
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Devanatha: No.. no... this lamp with the Bhairava will
help you in the dark.... my Bhairava will help me in the
dark to find food for you....
Devanatha started looking for food in the darkness
for the boy... he was just going on calling....‘Bhairava,
bhairava, bhairava, bhairava’
Suddenly he saw a similar Bhairava image and a lamp
and the six year old boy.....
He told the boy... ‘I am sorry dear... I think in the
darkness I am repeatedly coming back to the same
place’.....
The boy laughed....
Devanatha was calling, ‘Bhairava, bhairava, bhairava,
bhairava,’
Suddenly one more image of Bhairava and a lamp
and the six year old boy smiling...
Suddenly everywhere Devanatha saw Bhairava’s
images, lamps all around and the six year old boy smiling
all around... a lots of eatables, various sweets, savouries,
flowers, sandal paste, rose water, ganga water, kumkum....
the place became heavenly....
Devanatha was in tears.... the small boy transformed
in to Lord Bhairavamurthy....... Bhairava whispered
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something in to the ears of Devanatha..... Devanatha
understood the valour of Lord Bhairava....
Next day morning Devanatha returned home and
narrated the entire thing that happened in the temple....
Madhava Teertha and Mangalambika were stunned
because there was Devanatha at home too in the night.....
Maharishi Rajar was passing by that way.... he entered
their home and was sniffing every place..... Madhava
Teertha asked...‘Oh Great Rishi Mahaan, why did you
enter this home? and what are you sniffing?
Maharishi Rajar: I am able to smell Bhairava in this
home every where.... yesterday night he was with you all
here....
Madhava Teerthar was surprised and astonished.... he
told the entire story to Maharishi Rajar.... Devanatha
prostrated Maharishi Rajar....
Maharishi Rajar: Can I take this boy for educating him?
The parents gladly sent the boy with Maharishi Rajar....
Maharishi Rajar took the boy Devanatha and they left
for a location in Maharashtra.... the boy started learning
‘Prayoga Sastra’ under the able guidance of Sriman
Purushottham Das Kakkade......... Jai Kaala Bhairava....
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This temple is situated 20 kms from Madurai.... the
name of the place is Thirupacchethy...... Lords will grace
and mercy...
❖❖❖

Master Devadutta taught the Astra Prayoga Vidya
to Sri Purushottham Das Kakkade.... Purshottham
became an expert in that Vidya.... so Devadutta wanted
to test his disciple’s prowess in Astra Vidya.... Master
Devadutta had a friend by name Aghorakriti... he asked
her to help him out in testing Purushottham... Master
Aghorakriti was an expert in the field of Astra Prayoga
Vidya...Master Devadutta took Purushottham to Master
Aghorakriti....
Master Devadutta: Oh revered Master Aghorakriti... I
present to you my disciple Purushottham Das for you to
evaluate his efficiency in Astra Prayoga Vidya....
Master Aghorakriti looked straight in to the eyes of
Purushottham Das Kakkade....
Aghorakriti: Oh... You are Purushottham?... Devadutta
has told a lot about you....
Purushottham: Its all Master’s grace.... Lord’s grace....
Aghorakriti: So you feel mere grace can make you a
person of ability?
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Purushottham: Yes Master... pure grace makes a person
invaluable...
Aghorakriti: How invaluable are you?
Purushottham: This question cannot be answered by
me.... only others can say how invaluable a person can
be? I cannot apprise about myself.... certainly ego will
creep in.... so I cannot blow my own trumpet...
Aghorakriti: What is the basic difference between
Vaamachaara and Dakshachaara?
Purushottham: With due respect to the Master, they
are both unique and not different... both the routes came
to help the humans at large.... but unfortunately
Vaamachara is being used more with a negative intent.....
such a possibility is an impossibility in Dakshachaara..
Aghorakriti: Then why are you against eliminating
Vaamacharis?
Purushottham: Nothing is in my hands... I am not the
doer... the Lord has created everything... ultimately he is
the doer.... this world may have been a field of chances,
but thats just an illusion.... its a choiceless life.... I can’t
make resolutions which the body and mind cannot
withstand... further Lord’s creation has been such, he
has put more of heart in to me than mind... I always like
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to condone the Vaamachari’s act for I have not come
here to judge any one....
Aghorakriti: Beautiful..... come we will go some
distance.... show what you have learnt....
Purushottham Das Kakkade showcased his Astra Prayoga
Vidya to Aghorakriti.....
Aghorakriti was very happy... she said to Devadutta...
how nice it would be if Purushottham can stay with me
for some time and learn some complicated practices of
this vidya?
Master Devadutta left Purushotthamdas Kakkade with
Aghorakriti to learn some more nuances in the field of
Astra Prayoga Vidya...
This is how Sri Purushottham Das Kakkade became
a great Master in the field of Astra Prayoga Vidya...
❖❖❖

Broothas and Sorro schemed many plots against Sri
Purushottham Das Kakkade.... Kakkade had a very
dedicated devotee with him... his name was Jayanth
Sahasrabuddhe.... Jayanth was very loyal to Master.... once
Jayanth when he was guarding the Master, Sorro’s men
came and kidnapped Kakkade.... Jayanth was an ardent
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devotee of Maha Ganapathy and performed a tantra
prayogam called ‘Mahodhara Pratigna’......
This is a very tough prayogam.... as you sit and do the
prayogam, eight elephants of different sizes will
circumbulate 108 times the prayoga vedhi where the agni
worship will be performed... after circumbulating 108
times, they will blare some sounds through their trunks.....
now a big herd will join them.... Jayanth sat on the chief
of the elephants and they marched to the place where
Sorro lived.... he defeated Sorro and brought back his
Master alive... Kakkade was poisoned... so he was not
his self.... after bringing back Kakkade, Maharishi Rajar
was waiting.... he used various concotions of herbs and
finally Kakkade opened his eyes... when Kakkade went
to hug Maharishi Rajar in joy, Rajar pointed towards
Jayanth.... Kakkade hugged Jayanth.... Jayanth was
overjoyed and was in tears....
Maharishi Rajar said... ‘Jayanth is a good guy... he will
follow you everywhere’...
Kakkade: Even after Deha Antham? (Death)...
Maharishi Rajar: Certainly, in all your Janmas....
Kakkade became so emotional, he just ran and hugged
Rajar...
❖❖❖
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It was a full moon day Sarah was lost in the desert...
she was accosted by a group of dacoits... she meekly
surrendered to them... they took her to their place... she
was put inside a room under some ruins in the desert..
When she leaned on the wall... the wall opened and
took her to another chamber... it was a tomb... there
were mummies in boxes sealed... looked like tomb of the
royals...
Suddenly another door on the other side opened and
there was a blue light all around... she could see yet another
chamber where there was only one box with beautiful
paintings on the top... she got curious and tried to open
the box... but it was locked... she thought the key must
be some where...
Suddenly from the dark flew a vampire bat... it was
hanging upside down just above the box... in that blue
light she could see clearly the dazzling eyes of the bat... it
conveyed something which she could understand..
She found the key there and opened the box and lied
down inside and closed the lid above her...
Master Purushotthamdas Kakkade got up from his
Yoga Nidra and started to do the prayogam called
‘Brahmaiva Aatmakaram’ to locate Sarah in the Ether
(Pitru Loka) and bring her back to him... he knew the
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time has come for Sarah to get reunited with his family.....
Lord’s will mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

When I was listening to the story of a great
Dakshachari Prayogi (Purushottham Das Kakkade.) from
my Master Maharishi Rajar, the way he died finally, I
exclaimed.... in this case jealousy and difference in
professional ethics was the cause....
‘Master, how important does a person have to be
before he is assassinated instead of just being
murdered?’...
Maharishi Rajar was in tears... he hugged me and
became emotional and cried for 20 minutes continuously....
❖❖❖

The cause of fight between the Dakshachari Tantrik
and Vaamachari Tantrik is mostly out of the professional
ethics.... the Vaamacharis, most of them become jealous
of the Dakshachara Tantrik and indulge in unfair means
to eliminate him..... but the Dakshachara Tantrik will
always adopt fair play and never even will imagine to
harm any one leave alone a Vaamachari... further the
moves of Dakshachaari cannot be deciphered which
further angers the Vaamachari.... the Dakshachaari simply
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smiles at Vaamachaari and accepts everything, including
the wrath of Vaamachaari as will of the Lord.... to be a
Dakshaachari one needs to be tremendously courageous,
skilled, absolutely cool minded and balanced.... a
Dakshachaari serves the world at large without any fear
or favour or expectation..... truly his life is sacrificial...
❖❖❖

Once when I had been to Mahabaleshwar in
Maharashtra, I saw a gentleman near my hotel.... I couldn’t
resist I went and hugged him.... he was taken aback and
asked...
‘Why do you do this to me? Who are you? I don’t
seem to have known you...’
I smiled and said... ‘Sorry sir... I couldn’t contain my
happiness on seeing you’....
He: But I don’t know you....
Me laughed and said.... ‘But still Purushotham Das
Kakkade remembers you’.....
He looked confused and I left the place....
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PRAYOGAMS
One day I had to do a prayogam in the forest called
‘Bheeshanasambhavi ’ .... some deva prashnam was
performed the previous day called, ‘Ashta Mangala
Deerga Prayoga Deva Prashnam’.... it turned out that
I had to do this prayogam for some Loka Kalyanam.......
all the brahmins who had come to help me in the
prashnam were sent safely back with locals to guide
them.... they had to return since the next day was Onam
festival and wanted to spend time with their families... I
was alone without any assistance.. totally unprepared...
no planning... no organising... nothing absolutely... since
it was forest, no problem for samithas, firewood etc.,
ghee milk vegetables can be procured from the hamlet
of the tribals.... I needed three items in large quantities
which are every important for this prayogam...
1. Cardamom... 10 kgs.
2. Black pepper... 7 kgs.
3. Saffron...

5 kgs.

I thought even cardamom and pepper I can go to the
nearby estates and get it but what about saffron? that
too 5 kgs. I was just blinkling.... first I thought let me find
out cardamom and black pepper... so I started walking...
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after some time I realized some one walking behind me..
I just turned back and looked and no one was there.. I
walked... now I knew very well some one was trailing
me... once again I turned back... no one around.. I
stopped.. I heard a very big loud laugh, which echoed
across the mountains... I knew who it was...
Maharishi Rajar used to call him.. ‘Jayanthan’.... he is
the Yaksha King of that area.... I just kneeled down and
waited patiently for about an hour with my palms closed
in ‘Anjali ’ mudra..... the yaksha said... ‘I am pleased... go
back to the place where you do the prayogam... the things
which you want will reach you in time’.... I prostrated the
Yaksha ‘Jeyanthan’ and left... as I reached the spot, I
saw on a near by banyan tree all items were neatly packed
in cloth and were hanging... Lords/Masters grace the
prayogam was completed and I was rejoicing... Lords
grace..
❖❖❖

One day I was in a state of urgency... I had to leave
for the forest.... took a flight... reached Madurai... that
day some strike... so no buses, no taxis, no autos, nothing
available... some how in a private car I could go up to
Theni.... there one of my friends has a jeep... so I said I
need his jeep and he gladly allowed me to use it... I drove
the jeep and after 3 hours of drive in the ghats, I reached
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the borders of the range, where I wanted to visit.. I just
parked the jeep near the bushes on the road side and
started walking inside... quite a tough terrain... I walked
through the night and reached the spot where I was
supposed to be... there was a saint waiting for me... he
said...
Saint: You are late by a couple of hours...
Me: Yes Swami, I am sorry for the delay...
Saint: Its ok... come with me...
We walked, may be another 5 kms.... reached a small
rivulet... there is a small waterfall at this spot... a pond of
water... and from that a rivulet flows down... since it was
rainy season there was plenty of water... we both started
doing a prayogam called ‘Amritatapasyatejasi ’ by
standing hip deep in the pond of water just below the
waterfall.. Its a prayogam which is normally done
continuously standing in hip deep water for around 40
hours... after it was over, he poured a little bit of water in
to my hand and said careful... since I had the water in
hand I could not prostrate the saint... he understood my
plight, just gave a broad smile and patted me on my
back of shoulder and asked me to proceed... I just took
the water and walked on the other side of the forest,
may be around 8 kms.... the small elephant was gasping
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for breath... and there were 8 big elephants around it
standing... they gave way to me.. I wanted to pour the
water in its mouth, but I can’t lift its trunk since I had
water in my hand... the elephant herd leader an old male
came near and lifted the baby elephants trunk.. I
managed to insert both my hands deep inside its mouth
and poured it... I waited for about half an hour..... the
baby elephant suddenly got up and ran towards its
mother in the herd... literally tears started flowing from
my eyes and I could visualize the tears in the entire herd....
then one by one they came near me and blew air with
their trunk on my head and blessed me... then they all
left... while leaving the baby elephant turned came running
at me, pushed me to the ground and with the trunk she
kissed my cheeks and ran back with the herd... I really
enjoyed this.... today is the day it happened 14 years back...
Sri Parasara Bhagawan ki Jai... Lords grace...
❖❖❖

Once there was a Vaamachari by name Srikantan
Thampiran.... he was known for his notoriety.....
incidentally I too know him... he considered me as a threat
to his profession... I too had scuttled many of his vicious
acts through Dakshachara Tantra practices... he was very
furious... when I had gone to Kerala on some work,
clandestinely, he sent some eatables through a person
who was very close to me.. I ate some of them.... after
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some time I started feeling otherwise and meditated... I
found Srikantan had mixed some item with the eatables
and sent... I left to forest... I had to literally struggle to
reach a spot.... there is a big Neem tree and I consider it
as ‘Vriksha Bhavani ’... I had many times had a glimpse
of her in the form of this Neem tree.... I picked a few
neem fruits from the tree, did a prayogam and ate them...
after 2 hours I was relieved of the suffering. I went to
the nearby tribal hamlet.. I asked them to give me some
cow’s milk, cow ghee, some ‘Neem’ samithas.. I prepared
milk payasam... I did a prayogam of ‘Ksheeravamsa’..
Its done to Lord Mrtyunjaya Bhairava... It takes 16 hours
to complete it.... then I went back to Srikantan
Thampiran’s place.... he was writhing with pain and
doctors couldn’t diagonalize what it was... but the pulse
rate and heart beat were falling.... he was semi conscious
on the bed... I gave him the payasam little by little in the
mouth.... after about 3 hours he was alright.... he profusely
cried hugging me.... he left ‘Vaamachara’ and is today
more in to a satvic life... we keep meeting once in a while...
Lords mercy and grace saved his life.... Jai Mrtyunjaya
Bhairava...
❖❖❖

I was to perform the ‘Bhadra Prabha Raksha’
prayogam in the forest.... arrangements were made.... we
use 1008 pumpkins, 1008 snake gourd, some 50 bags of
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rice to be cooked and offered and various herbs which
are collected on a Shukla Trayodasi and lots of other
items and a lot of cow’s ghee...... Balakrishna Sastry was
with me that day... Sastry is a very strict martinet when it
comes to prayogams... normally to perform this prayogam
it takes 72 hours.... there were a few tribals and brahmins
with us to help... on the third day just before conclusion
around 40 jackals surrounded us and were watching.....
once it was over, they were still waiting. It was a grand
sight for all of us.. I just asked the cook to cook rice
sambar etc., I asked the tribals to get curd/butter milk/
milk (anything thats available with them)... we got a lot
of milk and some curd.... we arranged 40 banana leaves
in a row... they all left... Balakrishna Sastry felt bad... I
said there must be a purpose.... so I went searching for
them.... just around 500 meters from that place is a falls
and the water flows down from a little stagnated pool.....
they were all taking bath... I just folded my hands and
prayed to Kaala Bhairava to grace the occasion.... Lord
Kala Bhairav’s blessings, they all came behind me.... we
served cooked rice with sambar first.... all the 40 ate...
they waited for me to serve some more, some more,
some more and finally curd mixed with milk and rice was
also eaten... finally they all slept... I stayed back... all others
left.... after sleeping for 3 hours, they got up one by one
and just surrounded me.. I just went near them with
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folded hands and told them that I had to leave... they
accompanied me back till I came to the main road where
my vehicle was parked.... purely Lord Kaala Bhairava’s
mercy and grace.....
❖❖❖

Once I had gone to a wedding of a Vaamachari’s son
in Malappuram, North Kerala, since he had invited me....
after wishing the couple, I went to the hall to have food....
I was escorted to a seperate room..... the Vaamachari
came and sat by my side.... the food was served by one
of his sishyas..... as I ate the food the Vaamachari was
smiling...
Me: The food is very tasty....
He: Yeah... the taste will be good, since it was prepared
very well under my able guidance....
I started laughing....
He: Why are you laughing...
Me: I know well what happens if you supervise food
preparation....
He: Why? what happens?
I laughed and said.. It can be nothing else but poison....
I completed eating food.... just wished the couple once
again and rushed to the forest...... with the help of a few
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tribals procured certain items and did a prayogam called
‘Brahma Kapalam’.... the prayogam takes about 8
hours.... I had kept a kumbham with water... took a spoon
of water and drank it... I transferred the kumbham water
in to a plastic bottle... gave the rest to the tribals to
consume and rushed to Malappuram.
I was running out of time..... straight went to
Vaamachaari’s house.... by the time they had taken him
to hospital... his condition was serious.... some sort of
poisoning... I just poured the entire bottle into his mouth
and he started gulping.... after 3 hours the doctors said
his system is returning to normally.... now he is a good
friend of mine and doesn’t indulge in any Vaamachaara
practices..... Lord Bhairav’s grace and mercy...
❖❖❖

Prologue....
In 2005, I was in the forest with Balakrishna Sastry
and a team of 12 brahmins.... there was a prayogam called
‘Jwala Mangala Gowri ’... the prayogam is for three
days... the second night, I was busy sitting and
meditating... Balakrishna Sastry was performing the
homam.... Periya Krishnan Namboodri was arranging all
the materials serially and was giving the materials to
Balakrishna Sastry..... from some where under the samiths,
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a very large black cobra surfaced and bit Periya Krishnan
Namboodri on the right thigh..... he was writhing with
pain and fell... I just opened my eyes and saw him in
pain... I just asked for some water and sprinked it around
and on the bite wound... I tied a cloth just above the
wound tightly to control the movement of poison... I
just kept my mouth and sucked the bite wound and
removed the poison and spit it....
Epilogue...
In 2005, I was in the forest with Balakrishna Sastry
and a team of 12 brahmins..... there was a prayogam
called ‘Jwala Mangala Gowri ’.... the prayogam is for
three days..... Balakrishna Sastry was to perform the
homam with the assistance of Periya Krishnan
Namboodri and others.... I have to travel from there
another three kms and sit below an ‘Oudambar ’ tree
and meditate for 36 hours and return back to the place
where homam was conducted.... when I came back, I
was aghast to find some one like me ..... some one just
like me..... some one exactly in resemblance like me, biting
the thighs of Periya Krishnan Namboodri and sucking
and spitting some blood...
All were stunned.....
I asked him...... “Who are you?
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He started laughing loudly.... Initially it was a male’s
laughter.... slowly got transformed in to a female laughter....
He asked in a sweet female voice..... ‘You want to know
who I am’?
I just bent down on my knees prostrated and said...
‘If I am eligible to know, Oh angel, you may choose to
reveal yourself to me’....
He said.... ‘Ok come with me’.....
He took me deep inside the forest for an hour.... there
was a small rivulet flowing..... he took my hand and helped
me while crossing the waters...
Some where in the middle, he stopped and asked ‘Are
you able to see anything’
I said.... No, nothing but this moon light in the darkness
and the shadows of trees and mountains....
He said... ‘Now stand opposite to me and look to my
left on the hills’...‘Do you see anything’...
I saw, I couldn’t see anything..... slowly I saw a tree on
fire... just one tree....
I said.... ‘One tree on fire’.....
He said.... ‘Now you look to my right and say what do
you see?’
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Same thing happened … ‘Nothing... now I see one
more tree on fire’...
Slowly I could see small bushes here and there catching
fire and I could visualize a wonderful Yantram on the
mountains....
I said.... this is the best wonder I have visualized in my
life... Its a beautiful ‘Sri Yantram ’ and on the hill top I
see the Bindu and the entire hill looks like a Maha Meru
Chakram...
He said..... ‘Now look at my face and see..... tell me
what you see?’...
Suddenly between me and him in the water fire in a
small way, slowly becoming big.... I could see the eyes
and I knew who it was and had the darshan of ‘Kaala
Rathri ’...... as I fell in the water and touched her legs,
she laughed and it thundered across the mountains.....
she disappeared in thin air...
Purely Kaala Rathri grace and mercy...
❖❖❖

I was in the forest to do a prayogam called ‘Bhakthi
Netra Vidhanam’... Its a prayogam where prayers are
offered to Prasanna Anjaneya Swamy...... this prayogam,
we do for pacifying agitated minds.... there was a
Vaamachari by name Chandra Mouleeswran, who was
very agitated because of his black magic (Vaamachaara)
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not yielding desired results for his clients, who were people
in the high places... some how he came to know that I
was creating obstructions for him.... so he entered the
forest with anger to do something... probably at least to
man handle...... he came with another 12 of his disciples...
with all weapons and lathis.. In this prayogam we use
betel leaves.... there were just two tribals assisting me....
we tie two betel leaves across the eyes closed and through
Tantra meditation the hyms are sung... finally we perform
the ‘Pancha Mukha Hanumath Kavacham’... I don’t
know what happened.... as I opened my eyes and lifted
the betel leaf veil, I saw a spectacular sight.... there may
be around 50 to 60 large Langur monkeys sitting before
me, there was a herd of 12 elephants, two leopards, three
bisons, five jackals, 20 to 25 deers, some various species
of birds.... adding to this, the Vaamachaari Chandra
Mouleeswaran with all his 12 people were also sitting and
meditating.... even the three tribals were in trance... as I
opened my eyes, the entire gathering opened their eye...
I could observe ‘True Unconditional Love’ bubbling
with faith in Lord, with light tears dropping down...... I
just walked straight, I hugged every animal in the
gathering.... then the tribals.... finally I hugged Chandra
Mouleeswaran and his 12 disciples..... today he is a very
changed man.... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖
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The car stopped as I was returning from forest (ghat
section).... many times I tried to crank the engine, but it
didn’t start.... it was past 1.30 at night.... I just locked the
car and started walking.... on the way I saw an old man
with a stick to support his walking, sitting on the road
side.... he had lit some fire and was sitting by the side
since it was cold.... as I crossed him, he called me... I
stopped and went back to him... he asked me what I
was doing there at the middle of night... I told him, my
car has stopped and walking down to a nearby town or
village... he said it was far.... he said come with me and
stay tonight... you may proceed in the morning.... I went
behind him... inside the forest at a distance about 2 miles,
there was a small hut... his wife an old lady welcomed us...
she said to have some porridge with green mango, chilly
and some butter milk... the man asked me as to what I
do for living...
Me: Lords grace.... I am under his care and hence there
is nothing to think about leave alone worrying...
He: If Lord is taking care of everything, why your car
should stop in the middle of ghats that too at midnight...
Me: Probably Lord designed it in such a way that I can
meet you and your wife... had a delicious porridge at her
hands....
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He: So you firmly believe that God is the reason behind
all this....
Me: Not just mere belief... its his grace that the seed of
belief has grown in to a mountain of faith....
He: Incase you have time, I will take you to a place inside
the forest tomorrow....
Me: Very gracious of you.... God’s gift to me...
Next day morning around 5 am the old man, his wife
and myself started moving inside the jungle.... there was
a small waterfall and a big pool of water... we all took
bath... we started moving further... his wife had brought
some eatables and we ate in the middle.... after about 10
hours, by around 3 pm we reached a place.... it was very
beautiful....lots of plantain trees..... lots of monkeys... the
couple took me across these plantain trees..
Finally there was a huge rock on a mountain.... around
5 pm we reached the rock.... they took me to the other
side of the rock where there was a huge opening like a
cave.... we walked inside.... the light was minimal.... the
woman took out a big spoon , she poured some oil and
lit it...... one of the fantastic works of the Lord I could
see on the wall of the rock...‘Prayoga Chakradhari
Sri Yogendra Lakshmi Nrusimha Swamy’.... the Lord
seated in padmasana with Sree Devi and Bhooma Devi
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standing by the side and comforting the Lord with
chamaram (fans).... the old man asked me to feel the feet
of the Lord.... as I touched both the feet, it was more
alive and spongy.... from the right feet of the lord he
asked me to take chandan (sandal paste).... it was fresh
and very fragrant.... the lady had brought some flowers
and asked me to offer... I requested their permission and
started doing a prayogam called ‘Ujeevani ’..... it took
me 8 hours to complete the prayogam...
The couple were missing.... I stayed in the cave
wondering at the Lord.... I left in the morning.... walked
back to the location of the hut of the old couple... I
didn’t find them there....but interestingly I saw something
beautiful....
A tiger and a tigress were playing... I just stood at a
distance.... they came near me... looked at me... it looked
as though they smiled at me and ran away... I could
recognise that they are none other than the
‘Gandharvas ’ who roam in different forms in the
forest...
I came back to the car.... just one cranking... it started
and I drove straight to Madurai for halt......... Lords grace...
❖❖❖
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Significance of using Betel Leaves....
Betel leaves will have a lot of nerve like structures....
these contain certain aksharas which wards off evils... It
gives a bitter taste as you eat... If the betel leaf is kept
near the Lord and then consumed, it removes even some
effects of Vaamachaara.. It also helps in digesting even
unclean food.. If some one was given something to eat
which was prepared by a Vaamachari, it gets digested
and goes in to the blood stream..... If the betel leaf is
prayed before the Lord and consumed, it also gets
digested goes in to the blood stream and starts fighting
with the Vaamachaara element and provides a cure....
Betel Leaf tied across the eyes and prayed by a Prayogi,
reduces the anger manifolds and makes them to accept
the reality.... like this there are 1000s of reasons.... the
media is not enough to describe the ways and use of
Betel Leaves.... further, though the custom of making
malas with betel leaves was for all forms of deities, still its
more prevalent these days for Sri Anjaneya, Sri Bhairava,
Sri Ganapathy.. Infact the way a betel leaf can be folded
has 1000s of ways and to learn all those ways it may take
6 to 8 months at 8 hours of study every day.... Lords
mercy and grace..
❖❖❖
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Maha Narayana Bali Tantra....
This is one of the finest Tantric aspect in Dakshachara
Tantra.. It is performed for Loka Kalyanam.... prosperity,
peace and good health to all..... good in whatever way it
has to be for all the elements of nature.... a pit 8 feet by 8
feet and depth of 12 feet is dug.... I get in to the pit and
the pit is closed totally with mud that was dug out..... on
top of the pit a homa kundam is then constructed and a
homam for Prayoga Narayanan is done for 72 hours,
with cow’s ghee, samithas, herbs, and many eatables..... I
will be 12 feet below the kundam in samadhi stage... after
the homam is performed, the homa kundam is removed
and in that place the presiding deity of Prayoga
Narayanan is placed and is bathed with 108 Kalasams
amid Vedic chanting..... once all the formalities are over,
the pit is dug back and the brahmins wait for me to
come back to normal stage from samadhi.... then I am
pulled out of the pit.... the entire process takes around
78 to 80 hours..... with Lords and Master’s grace, I have
performed this practice till date around 348 times..... Lords
mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

A few years back, once I had to do the Maha Narayana
Bali tantra as per a Prayoga Deva Prashnam..... I was
inside the pit and in samadhi state.... the brahmins were
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performing their duties on top as per the procedure...
the homam got over.... suddenly rains started and there
was a heavy down pour.... with much difficulty the
brahmins, in the rains could still complete the 108 kalasams
of abhishegam to ‘Prayoga Narayanan’.... the rains were
very heavy and suddenly four leopards had come and
every one ran helter skelter.... the tribals who do the
laborious job of digging the pit etc., too felt scared and
left.... almost 5 days passed.... rains stopped....
The tribals under the supervision of brahmins started
digging the pit.... lots of water and marshy mud.. It almost
took them 8 hours to dig the whole area.... after digging
12 feet, 15 feet, 18 feet they stopped and could not find
me..... all were astonished and wondered where I could
have gone....
Sri Balakrishna Sastry was terribly worried.... Sri
Neelakandan Namboodri started his prayers to Goddess
Bhagawathy..... after some time, a girl around 7 to 8 years
had come.... she caught ‘Balakrishna Sastry’ with one
hand and held ‘Neelakantan Namboodri’ by other hand
and started walking towards a hill in the neighbourhood....
she took them to a cave on the hill.... she made them to
sit and started running around them and playing..... both
could not understand what she was doing...
So Balakrishna Sastry politely said....
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‘Dear daughter... I don’t know what is all this which
you are doing... but I am very worried... our pranan is
missing from the pit in which he laid to do Maha
Narayana Bali... If some thing happens to him, we can’t
forgive ourselves... we will not leave the forest till we find
him.... kindly permit us to leave back to the place where
we were doing the Pooja’....
At this she laughed and said.... ‘Go inside this cave....
he is still in maha samadhi..... since it was raining heavily ,
I shifted him here’...
Balakrishna Sastry was stunned.... he mustered courage
to ask her.... ‘Dear may I know who you are.... Are you a
Yakshini in human form or some Devata from the
Cosmos’....
She laughed and said ‘Ask your Prana Dhata..... he
knows who I am... I was with him in the samadhi’...
She said this and vanished....
Sri Balakrishna Sastry and Sri Neelakantan Namboodri
stood stunned.... They came inside the cave and saw me
lying on a bed of rock in samadhi stage....
When I opened my eyes I saw both of them in tears....
I said.... ‘You both are so blessed..... you had the vision
of my Holy Mother Paatala Bhairavi ’.............
Lord’s will, mercy and grace...
❖❖❖
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Vedaranyam..... a tiny village south of Tamil Nadu... It
was a full moon day... I was bathing in the sea after
completing a prayogam.... as I was bathing, something
caught hold of my legs tightly and I could not move... I
was just standing without knowing what to do... so I
bent down to feel as to what was catching my legs.. I just
felt it by touching it... I knew who it was..
It was ‘Somna’ my pretty girl, who plays with me very
often many times, whenever I go for sea bathing.... slowly
she raised her head from water and kissed me on my lips
and hugged me tightly with the remaining six legs... she
slowly left her grip on me and lowered her head and
swam back in to the ocean...
‘Somna’ the giant Octopus, a Yakshini who always
loves me..... Lords grace.......
❖❖❖

It was an usual day in the forest.... two days have gone
by... after completing the prayogams, I asked the two
tribals who were there helping me to return to the hamlet...
I thought of spending one more day in the forest... I
started walking further deep... after a couple of miles felt
tired and took rest.... after some time I felt the smell of
‘Cucumber’... I knew it was her.... one Yakshini by name
‘Sambhavi ’.... when she makes her presence felt she
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emits this smell... but very rarely she appears.... out of the
387 Yakshinis known to me ‘Sambhavi ’ is the only one
who appears rarely... she wanted me to follow her....
So I started walking behind her... after a couple of
miles, there was a small water fall and a stream.... so I
bathed in the stream and applied sandal paste on my
body.... Sambhavi likes the smell of sandal.... luckily I had
sandal powder in my bag..... she was very happy and
laughed... it echoed across the mountains.... she said..
‘Come just another mile.... I will show you something
beautiful’... by the time we reached the spot it was late
evening.... she said we will wait here till the moon raises
up in the horizon.....
The moon light was not that powerful.... since it was
the waning moon and the eighth day (Ashtami).... as the
moon’s rays fell on the opposite mountain right from
the bottom to top I could visualize ‘Kala Bhairav’....
may be hundreds of hounds, foxes and wolves started
howling.... from the bag I took out the plate and a big
camphor, lit it and offered Harathi by chanting...
‘Raktha Jwala Jadadaram Sasidharam,
Rakthanga Tejo Mayam...
Hasthe Soola Kapala Paasa Dhamarum
Lokasya Rakshakaram...
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Nirvaanam Suna Vaahanam Trinayanam
Ananda Kolahalam...
Vande Bhootha Pisacha Naada Vatukam Shreehi...
Kshetrasya Balam Sivam’

It was such a wonderful sight... with Sambhavi’s grace
I could have the blessings of Lord bhairava... today also
when I go that side when I see the mountain, I pray to
Bhairava.... I call him ‘Sambha Bhairava Murthy’ there
by offering my respects to yakshini ‘Sambhavi’....
Lords grace....
❖❖❖

A Vaamachari was many times stealing many good
things which we were doing for the cause of humanity....
every time when we loose it, we used to re do it, so that
the benefits reach the shores of humanity.... finally a
miracle happened.... Lord made him to realise his folly....
he changed for good.... after many years I happened to
see him in deva prayag....
He was in tears.... he asked me.... every time I stole,
you kept quiet and did not harm me... Instead you were
redoing it for the humanity.... why you never felt like
stopping me or desisting me from doing.... you could
have easily immobilized me or even killed me.... Why you
didn’t do it?
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We replied.... we are not the doers..... we have not come
here to reform any one.... we have come here just to live
and do our work allotted to us by God.... we are more
like bees.... you may steal honey from us....but you can’t
steal our art of making honey.... as he fell down to
prostrate us, we hugged him.... he was very elated..... Lords
grace...
❖❖❖

With Lords grace after performing ‘Maha Narayana
Bali ’, I was removed from the 12 feet depth pit after 78
hours, I felt very tired and dozed off... all the brahmins
and tribals who had accompanied me had left.....
Four Vaamacharis entered the forest..... they sat 8 feet
away from me in a horse shoe shaped formation.... they
lit fire and propitiated the Demi Gods.... there is an
akshara called ‘Burja’..... they propitiated this akshara with
cobra poison.... It should be the venom of a cobra which
has not bitten any one....
I was fast asleep and tired due to those 78 hours of
‘Maha Narayana Bali’... they used a syringe.... normally
it is injected in the left thigh.... they completed their job
and left the place.... suddenly some thing jolted me.... in a
split second due to Lord’s grace I could make out what
was done to me.... I had only 17 hours left before I
collapse.... now I have to trace the cobra from which the
poison was removed....
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There is a prayogam called ‘Apath Samharam’ where
we pray to Maha Sarpa Bhairava.... with Lord’s grace I
could invoke the prayogam.... because many times
Prashna Bhaavam won’t give a conducive ‘Go Ahead’
for this prayogam.... it takes 8 hours to perform this
prayogam and the prayaschittham takes another
8 hours....
I was loosing energy very fast but with Bhairav’s grace
I could complete the exercise in 16 hours.... suddenly a
king cobra around 17 to 18 feet appeared...... along with
it a cobra wheatish coloured cobra appeared.... it just
went over my left thigh... It reached the point where the
poison was injected and started sucking.... the entire
process lasted 3 hrs and 45 mins....
Now I could see a lot of anger in the eyes of king
cobra... I knew the Lord was not happy with the attitude
of Vaamacharis.... I prayed to Bhairava... sang the gadyam
of Maha Sarpa Bhairava... the gadyam takes 2 hrs and
18 mins to sing.. I could see a lot of compassion in his
eyes before he vanished along with the other cobra in to
the forest....
I was told that the 4 Vaamacharis are hale and healthy...
no doubt the next attack may happen any time.... its all
part of a system..... Lord’s grace....
❖❖❖
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I did not have much time left.... I had only 4 hours....
within that time I had to replant a plant in the sea bed...
I was ably assisted by a young monk.... both of us wore
the water tight suits with oxygen cylinders at our back....
an airtight see through glass fitted helmet with a headlight
on top.... we also carried an under water torch.... the monk
was carrying the plant just 9 inches in length... it doesn’t
grow beyond this.. I was carrying some implements to
use on the sea bed to plant the plant..
We were dropped from a small boat at the top of the
sea.... we both went down... I found a suitable place on
the sea bed to plant it... it took me two hours to create a
suitable path to plant the plant.... I just turned back to
see the monk.... the monk was missing..... I kept the
implements down and wanted to search for him... I didn’t
know which way to go...as I was just wondering as to
which way to go, I saw a giant turtle.... it must be many
hundred years old... they say some turtles live thousands
of years...
It looked straight in to my eyes.... there was a lot of
compassion in its eyes.... as it swam, I started following
it.... after a couple of miles, the turtle took me through a
canyon and finally reached a small cave... it looked at me
and shook its head in the direction of the cave.... I just
swam inside the cave....
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I saw five monks sitting side by side...on seeing me all
the five monks opened their eyes.... the monk in the
center handed over the plant and said in sign language
to immediately plant it at the designated place....
I rushed back to the place and planted the plant and
came up to the ship.... my colleague monk was still
missing.... I straight went to the monastery to which he
belongs to inform his Master that he went missing....
when I knocked the door of the Master of monastery
the monk who came with me opened the door...
I was stunned and asked him as to how he could
manage to come back... he was surprised and said he
never accompanied me.... this is one of the best mysteries
in my life... when I look back after 20 years almost still its
a wonder the Lord show cased to me in this case.... Lords
will, mercy and grace...

Its surprising to observe that in an
“everchanging” life, still people cling on to never
changing memories...
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Sri Panchmuga Anjaneyar

MY EXPERIENCES
Once a close friend of mine wanted me to go with
him to meet an astrologer... he is very attached to astrology
and keeps visiting one particular famous astrologer in
Chennai... I said to him I don’t have time for all this... so
you please carry on... he was pestering me... I told him..
ok I will come with you on one condition... you should
not tell him anything about me... at best you can
introduce me as a business man..... so that day we went
in a friend’s mercedes benz car... I was wearing a safari
dress with ambassador shoes... my friend introduced me
to him as a business man...
Astrologer: Can I see your horoscope?
Me: I don’t have one...
Astrologer: Can you say your DOB and place of birth
and time?
Me: Yeah.. my date of birth is 26th January 1950 born
early morning at 4.25 am in Chicago USA...
Then he fed all the details in his computer and said....
you have been gambling a lot in business in the name of
investment... in another 3 years time you may become a
pauper... to avoid this you may have to do a
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prayaschittham and it will cost Rs.10000/-... I just
removed Rs. 10,000 from the brief case which I was
carrying and pleaded with him...
Oh great man, kindly save me and my family from
this calamity.. I don’t want to be a pauper... I need my
business to grow... kindly help... I see my Lord in you ...
My friend was really wonder struck with my behaviour...
The astrologer said... “Don’t worry I have saved many
people from such calamities... I can save you also”...
Then he also gave a pamphlet asking for donation for
some astrological research work.... I gave another
Rs.10000...
While taking leave of him, I asked him...
“Sir, Is the premier padmini car kept in the outside
portico your’s?”
Astrologer: Yes...why are you asking?
Me: Please don’t use the car for just today...
Astrologer just stared at me...
He used the car that day and it was involved in an
accident and he accidentally ran over a woman who was
killed...
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Just now got a telephone from my friend that the
astrologer was acquitted after 10 years of fighting in the
court to prove his innocence.... Lords grace...
❖❖❖

Those days I had a friend by name Sri. Nilakanth
Purohit..... he was an Aghori.... belonged to the
Vaamachara clan.... but a good man by heart.... used to
help a lot of people through his practices... he was a
highly disciplined person..... you know very well that I
don’t believe in the pseudo discipline..... he used to wake
up in brahma muhurtham around 3.30 am... once I
happened to stay with him for a day.... the previous night
he was telling me about getting up early... how
advantageous it is and doing meditation during that time
how beneficial it is.... I told him that I really appreciate
his sincerity in doing so... I said Lord has his own ways...
he was trying to impress upon me the need of getting
up early.... I told him its not my cup of tea.... he said a
Prayogi is expected to be disciplined... I just burst out in
laughter...
Nilakanth: Why are you laughing?
Me: Some scene flashed in my mind and hence I
laughed...
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Nilakanth: Why not you tell me, I will also enjoy it...
Me: No sorry Nila, I can’t reveal it....
Next day morning I had to leave.... I asked his disciple
as to where’s is Nilakanth? The disciple just opened the
door of his room.... Nilakanth Purohit was snoring and
my watch showed 10 a.m.
Now I didn’t want to burst in to laughter since that
may wake him up... I just smiled and told his disciple...
tell him, I have left....
Lords grace...
❖❖❖

I have a good friend by name Dhananjaya... we know
each other now for a little over 25 years... when I came
to Hyderabad in the year 1987, this boy was 4 years old
and travelled with me in Konark express from
Bhubaneshwar... his father, mother and sister too were
there with me in the train... they belong to a very
orthodox Brahmin family... two years back one of my
very old friend from college days had come... long since
we met... so we met and went for a movie in I-Max...
after the show we were climbing down the steps and
‘Dhananjaya’ with a girl was going up on the escalator...
I just saw him for a fraction of a second and I just
pretended, not to have seen and came to the parking lot
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with my friend.... Dhananjaya had spotted me seeing him
and came down to the parking lot with the girl and
prostrated me... he introduced the girl... she is a Catholic
Christian... he said... ‘Please get us married with our family
consent’... now his father for the past 9 months is behind
me, bringing one horoscope every time of a girl, to match
it with his son’s horoscope.... I am also trying to invent
new, new mistakes in the horoscopes and rejecting it....
Dhananjaya needs another 2 years for marriage.... hence
I have to keep my mouth shut... I feel why say about his
son’s love at this stage and spoil their peace and general
peace of the family. eventually I have to say... but let us
cross the bridge as we come to it.... so the drama
continues....... Lords grace....
❖❖❖

Some one close to me Mr. X yesterday had taken his
brand new car to a Hanuman temple... he was sitting in
the car and making a betel leaves garland... suddenly some
body reversed his bike and hit the car... ‘X’ got down
from the car and hit the bike man and he fell down... he
found him drunk.... soon a lot of commotion... people
asked Mr. ‘X’ to leave the scene... he is repenting for his
behavior...
On thursday at 1.40 pm near the railway under bridge,
I rammed my Fabia in to the rear bumper of Nissan
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Micra... it looked as though his bumper was damaged... a
gentleman came out of the car... I immediately apologized
and said I would replace what ever had got damaged...
so I gave him my number and he gave me his card.. they
run some reputed pre-schools at Hyderabad... after I came
back to office I wrote an apology letter to him and along
with that I send some of our books printed by ‘Jwala’
group... he received the letter and called me back on phone
and expressed a desire to meet me... I said first ‘Monday’...
then once again he said I would like to meet you as early
as possible... I said ‘Saturday’.... once again he called me...
it was Friday morning... he said ‘Kindly consider still early’...
I said okay come home today evening at 4.30 pm... he
came along with his partner and their families... they spent
around half an hour and left....
Lords grace.... I gained some friends...
❖❖❖

It was an usual day at Hyderabad.... I parked my car in
the parking lot of a mall... just started walking down for
some time... took an auto and went to Apollo hospitals
at jubilee hills... met a friend of mine who was
hospitalised... then an idea struck me... why not I beg for
alms and food... I just took two of my gold prayogam
rings... put it in my shirt pocket.... kept my bag in a shop
nearby and walked behind Apollo hospitals... big
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apartments and big villas... outside everywhere security...
I will go to the security and say, that I am feeling hungry...
can he go inside and ask his land lady any food or alms
for me... in one case the security said... mem sahab nahi
hai..... in one case he left a dobermann from inside... it
just smelt me and went back.... in one more case he went
inside and came out and said... its all over... nothing at
home..... then finally I found one flat being constructed....
there the security and his family were living... I begged
for food with them... the lady gave me some rice and
buttermilk (majjiga) with some chillies and salt... I merrily
ate it... I gave one ring to her and another ring to her
husband.... they were literally in joy and the lady asked
me in a sweet voice, ‘Baba, aap kon hai ?’... I just smiled
and left the place.... my prayogam was over... I thanked
the all merciful Lord for having helped me to find the
right people to hand over the rings.... purely Lords mercy
and grace...
❖❖❖

At richmond the pradishta was going on... I sighted a
beautiful akshara called ‘Mantri’.... Mantri is really a
wonderful akshara... in my entire life I have sighted it
may be around 8 to 9 times.... Mantri signifies extra
ordinary.... the Lord here is extra ordinary... Sai Amrutha
Narayana... normally Mantri doesn’t stay in sight for
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more than 2 minutes... the other day I sighted it many
times... and may be around 45 minutes... this is a good
omen... this temple will bless any one and every one with
what they need and want... its just the faith that’s needed..
I felt very joyous on sighting Mantri... Lords mercy and
grace..
❖❖❖

It was real fun the other day.... we were walking in
Sultan bazaar Koti area.... for him it was real urgent....we
were walking fast... then the situation turned in an
emergency....
I said... It’s ok...
He just slipped in to by lane and painted the wall...
A gush of urine smell in my mouth and face....
So when I went there, to my disbelief I saw him
urinating on a Bonalu poster of Ammavaru.... in fact
this experience was more scintillating than the urination
of our Dwaraka Tirumala Yagnam poster in Eluru...
Then he said ..... What a relief Guruji....
I said.... What a smell yaar... check your sugar levels.......
❖❖❖
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A very trouble some guy... a Kerala Brahmin by birth....
his dad was very close to me.... so I thought of employing
this guy too for my prayers... but he was not like his
dad... too much, he used to question... one day after the
“Prayaschitha homam” in the forest, I was leaving for
meditation further deep inside...
He: Why do you go deeper inside forest?
Me: Just for fun...
He: May I come with you to see whats going on there?
Me: Oh you want to see the circus?
He: I just want to come with you....
Me: Ok... but you may have to walk atleast for a day...
it may be 20 to 25 miles of rough terrain...
We both left..... sun was setting and it was getting dark...
He: How much more we have to travel?
Me: May be another 4 to 5 hours....
Now I started questioning him....
Me: Where were you born?
He: North Kerala near Malappuram....
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Me: Your education part?
He immediately screamed... it seems in the dark, he
stamped something which was very eerie...
So I opened my torch and was looking around... I saw
it...
Me: I told him … nothing to worry.... its called a ‘Russell’
viper....
He: What is it?..
Me: Its just a snake...
He: How poisonous it is?
Me: just 2 minutes if it bites.... you can see your ancestors...
Now his voice came down... I said we will lie down for
half an hour...
So both of us lied down....
After 10 minutes he called me and said some thing... I
couldn’t understand...
He: in a low tone... no words were coming... just see on
top of my stomach some thing big is moving.... he
couldn’t see it...
I got up and saw it.... it was 6 inches long, black
scorpion....
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Me: Hey you are really lucky and blessed... I didn’t see
this guy for quite some time... its a black scorpion which
is 6 inches in length... just a minute it takes to see your
ancestors.... just don’t move... it will leave on its own... it
just climbed down and left....
As we were travelling, suddenly one python fell just
before him... he was deadly scared...
Now he asked...‘I am sorry for all that impolite
behavior... I never expected these things.... I don’t want
to go any further... I am very scared... please leave me
back on the main road... I will find some transport and
leave... please....
Me: some more you can see... there is whole lot of circus
out there.. I thought you will enjoy... in case we go a bit
more, I can introduce you to some Yakshinis too...
He started trembling and was in tears...
I took him back left him on the main road... requested
the tea estate manager to arrange for a vehicle and send
him to Angamali, the place where he lives...
People look bold and they talk nonsense when they
are comfortable... once you put them in the forest zone,
you can see their true colour... panic, scared, dreaded
and feared.... ha..ha..ha..ha..
Lords mercy and grace..
❖❖❖
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Once ‘X’ called me up and said he has a lakh of rupees
and he wants to make some people happy.... I asked him
to hand over the money to me.. I came home... I made
it in to ten sections of Rs.10000/- each... I kept some
tamal pakku and tied it in to various colours of cloths.... I
called some 10 females who were very poor and took
them to ‘X’s house....
I asked ‘X’ to distribute.... I asked the females to open
and see in an adjoining room as to what was there inside
the cloth... they all saw the money came back thanked
‘X’ and happily left... they were all very happy...
Some thing was disturbing Mr. ‘X’....
Some stupid imaginations of the brain... whether in
each packet amount was kept by me or not?
Would the Guru take some amount from this etc?
I smiled at ‘X’..... I took out another cloth packet and
gave it to him...
He said.... Can I see it Guruji? He saw and was
shocked?
He: Why do you do this?
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Me: You wanted to make some people happy.... I wanted
to make you happy.... I smiled and left... he looked
disturbed...... Lords grace...
❖❖❖

My friend Govindarajan is a very nice guy..... their Kula
Deivam is Pillyarpatti Ganapathy...
He called me home....
Govind: Guruji, why not you come home?
Me: No problem.... but Ganapathy is saying that you
don’t visit him and hence you have to do Thoppu
Karnam... (Thoppu Karnam is a worship to Lord
Ganapathy by which the right hand fingers will catch
the lower portion of left ear and left hand finger will
catch the lower portion of right ear and as they catch
they will bend down and up as though sitting and
standing)... as I enter your house, you should not tell any
one and do 12 times Thoppu Karnam
Govind: Ok Guruji...
Me: I will come next Tuesday at 11 am....
Govind’s wife Anitha, called me and invited me home....
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Anitha: When are you coming home Guruji? Long
time...
Me: I can come provided you do something on that
day...
Anitha: Ok Guruji... I will certainly do....
Me: Anitha, you should do Thoppu Karnam 12 times as
soon as you see me...
Anitha: Ok Guruji... done...
Me: Ok I am coming to your house on Tuesday
at 11 am....
I went to their house on Tuesday.... on seeing ,me
both of them did 12 Thoppu Karnams standing opposite
to each other.... I just burst in to laughter....
Govindarajan was very upset when I mocked at him...
out of frustration he just said... ‘You are very cheap’....
I just said ‘Sorry’ since the subject was turning serious...
He just received a call from his partner in Delhi, that
the goods of their company which was held in customs
has just been agreed to be released....
Govind: I am sorry that I reacted since I was hurt... but
I think you made me to do it because of the goods..... it
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was held in customs for more than a year and cost was
mounting up... once I did Thoppu Karnam it got
released...
Me: If thats right why Anitha should also do Thoppu
Karnam?
He: Yeah... then why?
Me: For me to reply this question, you have to wait
another 8 years...that day Anitha will be wearing a red
saree and costly jewels...she will board the car with her
sister Anupama... the driver starts the car.... the story
goes like this....
Lords mercy and grace... good fun Thoppu Karnam
to Lord Ganapathy of Pillayarpatti by Govindarajan
and Anitha...
❖❖❖

Scene 1...
I had gone to meet a friend of mine.... some one had
come to see me there.... he already had some
apprehensions about me.... he went to some people who
had told him that unless you have money he doesn’t see
people.... he has never met me.... I wanted to play some
joke with him.... he was in the hall waiting for me... the
room adjoining the hall, I was staying...
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My friend: Mr. Aditya has come to see you ....
Me in a loud voice so that it audible to him.... ‘Tell
Aditya, I don’t get up from bed unless its Rs.10,000/-’.....
My friend went and told him what I said...
Aditya: ‘I have only Rs. 3000/-’.....
I told in a loud voice.... ‘At best I can voice from the
bed room itself.... unless Rs.10,000/- he can’t see me....
may be some rainy day when no one is around I can
accept Rs.3000/- and see’.....
Aditya: ‘Ok I will come on a rainy day’....
Scene 2...
Rains were slashing.... cats and dogs.... just stopped
my car... pulled the boy from The crowd in the bus stop....
Me: Where do you want to go?
He:. Hi-tech city... I have an interview in one hour...
Me: Ok keep reading... I will drop you ....
I dropped him at his place.... I waited for two hours....
he was happy... got selected....
Me: Where do you want to go?
He: Habshiguda...
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Scene 3...
He joined Wipro.... he was introduced to his team
leader... on the team leader’s table was my photograph...
He fumbled and asked...“ Who is this gentleman?”
He said... ‘He is my God, Godfather and Guru’....
He: I am sorry... I didn’t recognize him.... he dropped
me for the interview and picked me back to drop me
home... Can I meet him?
Team leader called me and said.... “Guruji, Aditya wants
to meet you… when can I bring him?”
Me: Which Aditya?
Team Leader: Don’t play Guruji... you know him....
Me: Ok.. ok... tomorrow 9 am... you can bring him.....
before coming here ask him to deposit Rs.3000/- in some
Vinayaka temple hundi...
Team Leader: Why Guruji?
Me: Laughed to my heart and said... You ask him the
reason... he knows it........Lords grace...
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TODAY’S FANTASY.....
Though a fly is able to freely fly, its life is tough.... I just
meditated on a fly..... just entered some one’s kitchen....
was sitting on a coffee tumbler... aroma was good.... just
sipped... very hot.... the lady just drove me off... went
into the bedroom... sat on the dog... the dog felt irritated
and drove me off.... ok I sat on the wall hoping that
none will be disturbed... the lizard was angrily chasing
me... just flew and sat on a flower in their garden, the
beetle would allow me.... so came back and woke up from
meditation... I learnt today even the free flying fly’s life is
not free.... Lords grace and mercy...
❖❖❖

Ahobilam Yagnam 2012...
Many were standing in the queue.... a woman came
and prostrated me... she kept Rs. 100 on my feet.... next
a man came... he prostrated me and was busy searching
for that Rs. 100/- left at the feet by woman... poor guy,
he couldn’t find it... I had a Rs. 1000/- note, which I
thrusted into his pocket before any one can notice.....
this note of Rs. 1000/- which was given by a person
residing at Kota, Rajasthan, I had been keeping it for 3
years for him.. I thanked him for having solved a
matrix...... Lords mercy and grace.
❖❖❖
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I know of a business man.... he earns a lot of profit...
he will reinvest the money in the business and will always
keep crying that he has no money.... he will go on doing
japam that he has no money... I used to tell him... don’t
keep saying you don’t have... one fine morning really you
will not have.... just received a call from that business
man... his partner ran away with all his money... I told
him your japam of ‘no money’ has come true.... even if
you don’t have, please always say ‘You have’ and you will
always have... if you keep saying ‘I don’t have’, that too
will come true.... tathasthu..... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

I had gone to some Pooja long back to a home... they
were doing Sudarsana homam and a senior pundit from
Sri Rangam had come and was doing it... I just sat for 5
minutes... then started roaming inside the home, verandah,
front yard , back yard.... the function was going on...
suddenly the cook was running here and there...
Me: Why are you running? What happened?
Cook: Jaggery is missing....
I just took the jaggery from below the plant bush and
gave it.. he was surprised...
After some time he was running helter skelter...
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Me: What is missing now?
Cook: Basmati rice....
I once again took two packets of Basmati rice from
below the same plant bush and gave it to him....
He was surprised...
Once again commotion....
Me: Next what is missing?
Cook: Ghee...
I once again took two packets of Ghee and gave it to
him...
He was surprised...
Two more items were missing and I got it down from
the plant bush.....
Now he spread word that I am doing some miracles
and materialising things... people almost left the homam
and were standing by my side to see the next miracle....
I said... ‘The miracle is over... all missing things have
been retrieved... you may all go and sit for the homam...
I am too coming...
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After every one left, there was an old lady washing
utensils... I gave her Rs.1000/- and said...’If you don’t
have ask.... don’t steal... keep this money... you know my
place.... in case you have money problem, come to me,
I will try to help best possible... I am not telling them
that you stole the items and kept it below the plant bush
to take it subsequently... don’t do this in future’....
Because of the servant maid, today also they think I
performed miracles.... that old servant maid knows the
truth...
❖❖❖

I have a miserly but good friend.... he is middle aged....
he never spends a pie... when I go to his place, he will say
shall we go to hotel? after eating the waiter will bring the
bill and I used to pay...
One day in the hotel I just kept quiet... my friend was
talking, talking, talking, but the bill was not paid.... the
waiter came a couple of times and left... I told my friend
I will just go to wash room and come back....
I went to the waiter... the bill was Rs.519/-... I gave
him Rs.1000/-.... I told the waiter, “I will leave...” let the
bill be on the table itself... retain him for some time and I
left.... it seems he waited for 3 hours and told the waiter
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that he didn’t bring his purse.... the waiter smiled and
said that I had already paid the bill and left.....
Then he has asked the waiter as to why the bill was on
the table for so long... waiter laughed and said that I had
instructed so..... my friend left...
Yesterday I met him on the road...
Me: Shall we go to hotel?
He: No yaar, just now I had tiffin....
I burst in to laughter.....
❖❖❖

King Duryodhana was talking to Shakuni....
Duryodhana: Mama why not we give back the Pandavas
their kingdom which they lost in the gamble?
Shakuni: I too was thinking that way... let us return it
back...
My friend Govind was dreaming.... I just woke him
up....
Govind: It was a nice dream Guruji.... why did you
wake me up?
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I laughed and said.... “Sage Vyasa will be angry on
me... he will ask me ‘How can you allow Govind to dream
like that?...”
Govind got stunned... “How do you know that it
was concerning Maha Bharat?”
I laughed and said... ‘I hacked in to your account’...
‘Get up its already 7 am in the morning... go to Thomas
Verghese and ask him when can I come to collect the
goods?.... Lords mercy and grace......
❖❖❖

There is a very rich man here in Hyderabad.... he is a
big railway contractor..... one day he called me home and
I was with him...
He: Guruji today at 3 pm they are opening the tender, I
should get it....
Me: You will get.... provided you catch behind my shirt
and I am the engine... you are the bogie.... we will play...
long since I have played.... if you do it now in your open
yard in front with me, you will get the contract...
He was stunned... But finally agreed... big contract na....
so in the front open we both played...
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All his workers, watchman, servants watched this and
were laughing....
I came back....
He called me at 3.30 pm.
Lords grace he got the contract... I profusely thanked
the Lord to have made my words come true...
Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

He: Guruji my business should flourish...
Me: How is your brother doing?
He: He is fine..... you didn’t reply about business?
Me: How is your relationship with him?
He: Relationship with him is good.... Guruji business?
Me: His wife is cordial with your family....
He: Yes. Guruji yes.... Guruji business...
Me: No. Tours for 3 weeks... you should not venture...
He: Ok Guruji.. I won’t... Guruji business?
Me: We will speak about business after six months....
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After fifteen days they diagonalized that one of his
kidneys have failed.... kidney transplant... his brother gave
him one kidney..... I went to see him in hospital.... he
was in tears...
Lords mercy and grace..
❖❖❖

I had gone to meet a gentleman just to inform him of
the yagnam.... normally he helps... incidentally his brotherin-law had come... so I invited him to the yagnam.... he
immediately took out the cheque book and asked me....
‘How much you want?’....
I just smiled to him and said... ‘If possible please come
sir for the yagnam and we will be honoured.... Sir, I can’t
take any money from you’...
He looked stunned... I left the place.. Lords grace...
❖❖❖

There lived a very corrupt man.... his wife was very
straight and god loving... she was distributing his ill gotten
wealth to the poor and needy.... she was helping them in
all possible ways.... she will always say... “Guruji, how nice
it would be if my husband joins me in helping the poor
and down trodden?”
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Me: Certainly God will answer your prayers...
The man met with a major accident...
I had been to the hospital... a major surgery was going
on.... doctors gave a 10 % survival chance...
She cried to me and asked me... “Guruji, Pls save him..”
Me: You have already saved him.... don’t worry... he will
be alive.. probably chances he may be a changed man..........
He was saved.... now he is a changed man.... now both,
husband and wife lead a very pious life... they do a lot of
charity together....
Very nice to see this couple this way....
Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

Real pity... I saw this some where.... a man accumulated
a lot of assets... he was a great business man.....he had
crores and crores of property... he was in bed for nearly
5 years before dying... many times he was rushed to
hospital in these five years... every time the sons and
daughters were hoping he will pass away.... during the
last occasion the eldest son rang me...
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Son: Guruji... my dad is suffering..... let God take him
this time in to his fold....
Me: Hey. don’t say that... I was told that your dad has
written his entire property to various trusts.... we have to
know where he has kept the will.... better pray to God
that he should be alive...
Son: Oh. I didn’t know this... thank you so much Guruji....
when he is conscious I will ask about the will...
Luckily he died before he could ask....
During funeral I could see so much tension on the
face of all children....
I was at the funeral...
I told them... I just told a lie... don’t worry... all that
stinking money is only yours.
They stopped coming to me..... Lords grace and mercy...
❖❖❖

Yesterday a nice incident took place....
I was in my car in the traffic.... there was a man seeking
alms with many before me, but he didn’t notice me... so
I slowed the car to give him some money.... the signal
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came to red... luckily the man noticed me and took the
money.... behind there was a car honking.... the driver
got down from the car and came near the window.. I
lowered the window..... I smiled at him.... he was wild
and slapped me..... my spectacles fell on my lap....
Before I could thank him for his action he left
overtaking my car since the signal was green.......
I am very thankful to him.... one big runam got over...
Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

A few years back some one invited me for a marriage....
I said that I was very busy.....
He: Please try Guruji....
Me: No problem... I will try....
He is from the northern part of India... so they had a
‘Baraat’.... the boy will come on the horse... his face
covered with flowers... people were dancing on the road....
the music band playing the music... I was on the drum
wearing the uniform of the band and was just beating as
I felt like.... twice the captain of the band warned me for
wrongly beating the drum.... some how managed the
show.... they gave some food and tea..... I just gave some
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money to the captain and presented the new band/drum
which I had purchased that evening....
The captain asked... “Who are you? why do you give
money to me?”
Me: I just wanted to participate in the marriage and gave
a word... So I hired these clothes and purchased the
drum... I just joined your party for fun..... this drum is a
costly one and may be of use to you ... I am sorry that I
spoiled your mood for I don’t know to beat it
rhythmically... there is some money and you all share....
After a few days the couple came to see me at home....
His father: Guruji, you said you will try to come and
you didn’t come...
Me: Sorry dear.... I had some work and couldn’t come...
Father: Guruji see this foto album... the man with the
drum just looks like you ...
Me: Yeah... they say seven people in the world look alike...
❖❖❖
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Every one calls me a Guru and Master and all that
blah blah..... in my heart I am busy seated with my Masters
and listening to them... I also implement what they say....
I was just testing the faith of a boy and girl.... they
were in love.... but the parents of the boy refused to
accept this girl.... I just suggested when they both come
to Ahobilam in Dec 2013 for the Yagnam, I will organize
and perform their marriage with the blessings of Lord,
right before him at Ahobilam... the boy told the girl... ‘If
you are coming to Ahobilam, I wont go’..... the girl was
also nervous.... then the girl gave some stories..... the boy
questioned me the urgency in performing the marriage
at Ahobilam by me.... I had a hearty laugh...I know their
faith levels now... in a guru kulam the sishya is supposed
to first accept whatever the Guru says as final and say
‘Yes’.... subsequently by requesting the Guru, you can place
your side.... you should not question the Guru, the
reasons... the Guru-sishya relationship is beyond, your
logic and reasoning.... this episode brought out the level
of faith the boy and the girl have on me.... no doubt, I
told them not to worry and attend the Yagnam... I also
assured them I won’t get them married and that its their
personal issue and I won’t interfere... very funny kids....
they call me ‘Master ’....
❖❖❖
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A grand mother on death bed extracted a promise
from her grand son that he will marry one of her grand
daughter.... he gave a promise and she passed away...
He: Should I honour the promise?
Me: I don’t know.... you should have asked me before
promising... further I don’t believe in promises.... promise
is future, which is uncertain.... a certain promise of the
present may not work in an uncertain future..... so to me
I live the present... so I don’t promise.... further elders
cannot force the youngsters through emotional black
mail.... no its not agree able... I feel this is greed.... why
you should be bothered how a person should behave
after your death.... this is pure greed.... I don’t agree..
❖❖❖

One day my friend called me and said..... ‘I want to
donate Rs.10000/- to you for all the causes you do for
the humanity’...
I said... “Ok come... I will take you to a nice place..... I
took him to Secunderabad Vinayak temple...”
I said... ‘Give me that money’...
He gave Rs.500/- twenty pieces.... I took another
twenty pieces of Rs.500 from my bag and gave it to
him...
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I told him you distribute that to those seeking alms
on his side and I was distributing to a group.... he could
distribute to 18 people and I could distribute to 17
people.... still two notes were with him and three notes
were with me.... we just started walking... we saw some
old people and we distributed the rest five notes...
He said.... I wanted to donate for your cause.....
I said... this too is one cause which lord has been kind
enough to allot me with..... and mind you ... your runam
(responsibilities and liabilities-karmic) with some people
is getting over with this act..... Lords mercy and grace..”
He: Guruji, I want to give clothes to a poor person...
Me: Give also some money with it Rs.100/- Rs.500/-,
whatever you can afford...
He: Why money Guruji?
Me: Whether the clothes, which you give, he wears or
not, he will certainly use your money for his living..... I
thought you would be rather too happy to give, but
doubts have started creeping in your mind... Rs.500/for you, is not even equal to the burgers, french fries and
coke which have every day...... don’t be peevish... have a
large heart.... when you do it... do it gracefully, now, today,
this moment than tomorrow in installments......
❖❖❖
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Long back, I had gone with a ‘So called sishya’ of
mine to meet some one who was an atheist.....
Atheist: There is no God.... he is a fit of imagination.... I
have been a rationalist and fighting against the belief of
God for the past 25 years.......
Me: Very good.... I am really pleased...
After coming out my sishya asked me.... “What Guruji?
how can you be pleased with what he said?”
Me: See its a matter of faith.... its a matter of faith for
both of us...... Lord made me this way and Lord made
him that way... I am so happy that he is firm in his faith
that God is not there.... you know there is a difference
between you and him?
Sishya: What difference?
Me: In your case though you keep chanting ‘Narayan,
Narayan’, you do it without faith.... he is chanting ‘No
God, No God’ but with faith... he is thousand times
better than you ...
❖❖❖

Arasu was a very nice gentleman.... he was associated
with me for almost 25 years.... in fact my Master Maharishi
Rajar only introduced him to me.... he used to do all acts
in the forest.... right from getting wood and samithas for
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performing homam... he used to take a team of adivasis
and collect herbs from deep inside the forest..... he was
very emotionally attached to me and used to take a lot
of personal care during my forest visits... one day he was
bitten by an unknown bug and he died..... after his death,
his family and hamlet people in the forest wanted to
perform his final rites.... they tried for 3 days and they
were stopped in many ways... once a king cobra started
circumbulating his body and was not allowing any one
to come near the body... in another moment, 3 leopards
came and sat near his body and not allowing any one to
come near, yet another time around 10 jackals surrounded
his body and no one could go near.... the information
reached me and I went to the forest.... I saw his body
lying on the hot sun with villagers sitting at a distance....
once they saw me, they came running to me and were
narrating the incidents.... I just went near his mortal
remains and looked at him.... I did the funeral for him
and there was no obstruction... The aboriginals were
stunned and asked me the reason....
I said... ‘He loved me a lot..... so probably he didn’t
want any one else to do his funeral... he adopted his own
ways to keep you all out’...
Just then an old tusker elephant walked in.... just lifted
me with the tusks and held me behind the two tusks and
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took me three rounds around the huts in the hamlet and
left me down... it kept its trunk on my head, blew air
and blessed me...
I was thrilled... I looked at it.... I could see my ‘Arasu’
looking through its eyes... as the tusker turned there were
tears in its eyes...
Lords will, mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

We were good friends..... one day we had gone to a
movie .... Peter Blatty’s ‘The Exorcist’ at casino theater
at Madras (present day Chennai).... during one of the
scenes where the church father was exorcising the spirit
which had entered the girl, I whispered the Nrusimha
Anushtupa Moola Mantra in his right ear... after the
movie was over he asked me, what was I saying in his
right ear during the movie and that he could not
understand... I wrote the mantra behind the cinema ticket
and gave it to him and asked him to keep reciting it
when ever possible... I told him to keep the paper safe.....
After 22 years of this incident....
My friend along with 3 of his friends were driving on
the high way in the desert of Arizona in western USA....
the car suddenly stopped..... it had developed some snag....
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another car had come and there was only a driver.... they
boarded the car as it stopped... they started talking to
the driver.... since it was late evening, they could not see
his face..... he took an alternate route than the one
suggested by them and stopped some where in the dark...
he and his friends got down from the car... around 10
people carrying flaming torches surrounded them and
took them to a nearby range of mountains... they took
them deep inside.... finally my friend realized that they
were ‘Voodoo’ practitioners...’
‘Voodoo’ is a black magic art more prevalent in some
western countries.... my friend trembled and slowly
opened his purse and took out the cinema ticket where
behind I had written and given him the Nrusimha
Anushtupa Moola Mantra... he in a loud voice recited
the mantra..... the chief of the group, snatched the cinema
ticket and burnt it with a lighter.... suddenly very mighty
cobras, vipers, and crates started coming out from
nowhere and started attacking the group.... my friend
along with his friends started running out from the place
and reached to place of safety.... he then called me and
informed me of the incident...
This is the power of Lord Lakshmi Nrusimha Swamy
and the Mantra Raja Pada Moola Mantram....
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‘Ugram Veeram Mahavishnum Jwalantham
Sarvathomukham Nrusimham Beeshanam
Badram Mrtyumrutyum Namamyaham’.....
Praise the Lord.... Lords will mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

A few years back at Ahobilam......
He: Guruji, I am going today to Jwala....
Me: Today Yaksha Rajan is expected to be on the way...
so go as a group with a guide....
He: Guruji, I have gone many times, I know the route
and place well..
After 4 days of coming back from Yagnam, I received
a call from his wife that her husband has not come
home... I said wait for 3 more days...
As I suspected he lost his way... lucky a giant eagle
(Garuda) was tracking him.... a tribal picked him up in
the middle of the forest and guided him back to
Ahobilam...
On return he came running to me... I said to him go
back to Ahobilam.... visit all the Nrusimha’s with proper
guide....
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He: What shall I offer to Lord?
Me: Purchase 25 blankets and give it to the poor who
can’t afford since its cold season...... Lord will be pleased
by it...
❖❖❖

The group got lost at Upper Ahobilam..... they were
helpless..... two very big eagles were circling high up in
the sky.... they were Icchadaris..... the female flew down....
transformed in to a woman.... escorted and guided them
back.....
Oh... a great never ending expedition across the
Nallamala forest lost for the group....
Lords grace...
❖❖❖

Every one wants me to use his car...... depending on
my limitations due to prayogam purpose, I do use others
cars..... but at what cost?.... my conditions are simple....
as I drive your car and go, I see some akshara, I may get
down from the car and board a bus and leave.... I may
call you at my free will and inform that the car is in such
and such place.... you must have a duplicate key with you
to open the car..... further you are mudguard or body will
have scratches and if lucky a dimple like dent..... you may
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have to not only drive your car back, but also spend for
all that... the car has to be given with full tank and as a
courtesy I will return it empty.... worst comes I may
remove some parts of your car too in the name of
prayogam..... once I remember I took a car from one of
my disciple at Coimbatore..... called him after 3 days from
some where between Nagercoil and Trivandrum..... left
the car road side...... he came with the duplicate key only
to find that the steering wheel missing.....he called me to
find about the steering wheel.... I gave him an address in
Trivandrum.....he had to go by bus to that address, take
the steering wheel, fix it and drive back the car..... so
beware while making such offers to me......
❖❖❖

He: Why did you take the car of your friend at
Coimbatore, left it near Trivandrum... removed staring
wheel... called him..... he had to go collect the wheel some
where and come back driving to Coimbatore..... why did
you do this?
Me: If you have a car tell me.... I will get all the parts
removed
He: Guruji, there must be a cause... please tell me...
Me: You can’t understand.....
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He: Please Guruji....
Me: Ok. I will list out....
1. A team of Ayyappa devotees were travelling by a bus
near Moonar....
2. A woman with her two children at home trying to
light the stove in Dharavi slum in Mumbai....
3. A group of college going girls waiting at a bus stop in
Davanagere....
4. A Sanyasi taking a dip in the river Ganges..
5. My disciple’s daughter playing a piano in Kansas city,
USA...
6. An Arab gentleman on an expedition in Sahara....
7. An akshara called ‘Mewara ’ rising above the northern
hemisphere....
8. A group of leopards feeding on the carcasses of a
deer in the western ghats....
9. An agreement of a property on a land which belonged
to 6 generations being sold....
Like this there are totally 64 reasons for my doing that
act on that day....
He: Guruji I don’t understand a thing in this...
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Me: Ha ha ha.... thats why I didn’t say..... what you
cannot understand and digest, why do you want to know
in the first place?
❖❖❖

She is a Maharashtrian and he is a Tamilian...... she is a
doctorate in Bio- chemistry and Microbiology.... she is a
Vice President for a big pharma company.... they have 3
kids..... he is a B.Tech in EEE and MS in electrical
engineering.... he is at home.... cooks good food... takes
care of children.... does shopping and marketing for the
family.... he drives her to the airport for her domestic
and international travels.... real joyous couple... they live
in USA.... I feel so joyous in seeing them....
15 years back....
He: Guruji we both love each other.... our parents are
not agreeable to the marriage... can you help me to marry
her?
Me: Ok... one chance I will try with your parents... in
case they refuse, I will certainly get you both married
subject to a major condition...
Both parents refused...
I called both the boy and the girl...
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Me: If you both want to marry, I can get you both
married on one condition....
They: Yes Guruji spell out your condition...
Me: Both of you are professionals... generally I have seen
many professionals when they unite, they still have the
tendency to carry the luggage of ‘Ego’ from work place
to home too... they keep fighting at home too.... I just
wish you both to be joyous..... for that only one can
pursue a career... the other cannot hone their ambitions...
it may be you or her..... only one of you ...
They both agreed...
We got the marriage performed...... Lords grace...
❖❖❖

Long back I had gone to meet a saint in Karna
Prayag.... he behaved wonderfully, egoistic..... he was asking
me questions.... I will reply and then he will negate my
reply.... all his disciples will clap.... the agreement was till
one is tired of questioning, the debate has to go on... he
was in full swing... he was a parama gyani.... he could
counter everything and as he was answering, he said he
can go on and on... nothing can stop him....
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Thats when this happened.... the previous day evening
around 7 pm he took three chappathis with some dhal.....
he also had some greens.... dhal was the culprit.... now I
was sure this is going to stop him... I was further
questioning him... he was answering but the body
language was becoming a bit odd.... virtually his
concentration was getting shifted to the control mode....
now my answers are not being countered... all the disciples
were very anxious to reply on behalf of the saint.... finally
when I went near him, he told me, he is finding it
difficult..... then I announced that he is a very great saint
and no one can beat him in debates.... I just put the
shawl around him and he ran away..... after 20 minutes
he came back and all of us sang... Om Shanthi.... Shanthi....
Shanthi....
Then one of the disciple asked.... ‘Master are you not
feeling well’..
Saint: No I just happened to slip in to trance... luckily
Sridhar Guruji brought me back....
Me: ‘Yes... dear students.... our maharaj was in yoga
nidra.... slowly he was about to attain moksha right in
front of your eyes.... so with divine support we could get
him back.... our maharaj is so powerful... but just a word
of caution.... please purchase fresh daal in future... please
throw away the old stock’.....
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Every one was blinking... I winked at the saint and left
the place...
❖❖❖

He is a very confused man.... he was confused by his
parents... he was confused by his teachers.... his friends
too did their part and relatives always did that to him...
he went to temples.... he went to God men.... as usual
very confused... one day he came before me...
He: Guruji, every one has confused me with their
thinking... what should I do?
Me: I laughed and said ‘Nothing you need to do.... you
are already totally confused.... right from your birth you
have been confused... your parents, teachers, friends,
relatives, every one has deliberately planned and confused
you .... now that you are thoroughly convinced that others
have confused you, my further saying some thing will
only add up to your confusion..... so I don’t want to say
anything... just a small bit of suggestion.... all have tried
to condition you .... your mind doesn’t seem to believe all
that... hence the confusion.... now don’t allow any one’s
ideas to condition you.... you will see a change.... every
one’s ideas are more from their angle and may not suit
you..... so I feel you may have to pursue your thoughts
to find out what suits you.... so my suggestion is unwind
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yourself and get relieved of your conditioned stress, you
may be able to see something better in your life’.....
❖❖❖

I will narrate you an incident that happened in my life
about a decade ago....
My good elderly friend had passed away and his body
was being cleaned and poojas were being done to the
body before it being carried away to the grave yard.... I
could visualize his soul at that place...
Me: How come you are still here?
He: I just wanted to see how my people react to my
death...
Me: See your wife … she is sobbing....
He: I don’t believe this... through out my life she made
me to dance to her tunes.... probably she is crying because,
there is no one else to whom she can do all that... no one
will listen to her any more...
Me: See your sons and daughters are all crying...
He: Same case... they were all busy with their life... no
one had time to come and see us also.... now they are
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crying because, I
whether they are
keep crying... so
(without leaving a

didn’t write a will.... now let me see
going to amicably settle the issue or
their cry is because I died intestate
will)....

Me: Your relatives are also crying...
He: I feel like laughing at you.... you are so naive... you
believe these tears? I don’t believe.... see that relative... he
is so busy looking at the Godrej bureau... he feels there
may be a lot of cash...
Me: So there is no one here who really loves you?
He: Yes... there is a person who loves me a lot.... come
with me....
He took me to the back yard.... there was a huge
Labrador dog... his eyes were swollen and red.... just he
saw him he jumped and moaned at him.... all the relatives
hearing the sound of the Labrador came behind to see
it...
Just then his eldest son commented, ‘He moans like
that only when he sees my dad..... now my dad is gone,
he is moaning in his memory’..
I just nodded my head in acknowledgment....
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He: At least my son acknowledged Rickey’s (Labrador)
love for me...
Me: Yeah.... better as we live, we live without any
expectations … more so better not to experiment how
people will behave after our death...
He: Yeah... I think you have a point....
❖❖❖

Poor boys and girls.... from the morning till now, I
received four telephone calls...
At 11 am..
She: Guruji, have you by any chance come to Delhi... I
saw you in a taxi driving out of Palika Bazaar parking
lot...
At 12 noon...
He: Guruji, why you didn’t inform me in advance... my
wife says she saw you today while she was shopping in
Chembur, Mumbai... pls tell me where you are so that I
can come pick you up & take you home... please Guruji...
At 12.45 pm...
He: What Guruji? what sin I committed? you smiled at
me near the Majestic Circle on the road and by the time
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I came around, you were missing? (Majestic Circle
Bengaluru)...
At 4.45 pm...
He: Thank you Guruji for coming home and had food
with my wife, and kid.... sorry Guruji, I wasn’t there due
to official commitments I am at Kolkota.....(Palakkarai,
Trichy)....
Real nuts guys.... I happily sitting in my office....
Very funny indeed... Lord always gives opportunities
to every one to laugh a loud... I burst in to laughter....
Lords grace... enjoy.
❖❖❖

Anukoola Chatru...
20 years back that day.... I was not in station...... he
came home and knew that I was not in town..... he met
my mother....
He explained my mother his problem...
My Mom: every day make it a point to read ‘Lakshmi
Narayana Hrudayam ’ in the evening time...
He: Thanks amma... I will follow that....
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I returned back after 10 days.... he was at the gate... he
didn’t tell me that he had consulted my mother and
discussed his problem and she has asked him to recite
‘Lakshmi Narayana Hrudaya’ parayanam...
He: Guruji... I have a problem...
He discussed his problem...
Me: Don’t worry... wear this ring..... pray... your problem
will get solved...
After a month my mother met him during one of his
visits home...
My Mom: Are you reciting ‘Lakshmi Narayana
Hrudayam’?
He: No mother... Guruji said there is no necessity for all
that... he just asked me to wear this ring and my problem
will get solved...
When I returned that day evening.... my mother laughed
and narrated this incident to me.... we both laughed
together... people want fast easy result without working
for it...
❖❖❖
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Me: Can I borrow Rs.50,000/- from you for 15 days...
He: I don’t have....
Me: Ok..... in case I prove you have money?
He: I will give money free to you ...
Me: No. no.... I don’t play game like that..... in case I
prove you have money, I will give you Rs.50000/- free...
He was confused....
I just pounced on the bureau and opened it... he had
Rs. 69000/So I won the bet... I gave him Rs.50000/- and left....
He took this money home.... he told every one at home
as to what happened..... his mother chided him and he
came running back to give that money.... I refused to
take it...... this happened 14 years back at Salem..... he
just now called me.... as usual ‘Please take back the
money’..... I just heartily laughed and kept down the
phone...
❖❖❖

He was with me for many years.... suddenly he was
not to be seen... he resurfaced... he wants to be with
me....
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He: Guruji, can I come and join?
Me: Why?
He: I feel bad that I left you …
Me: I felt very happy when you left me... whenever
some one leaves me I am very happy... that too I prefer
their not telling me before leaving.... in my school, I always
consider some one leaving as a positive note... what all
had to be learnt has been learnt.... now the soul is full...
heart is full.... the disciple leaves the Master... he is now a
Master himself.... so I had prostrated in the direction
you left with the total joy that, yet another disciple of
our school has realized and has mastered awareness....
now a days once the disciple leaves, I don’t fill that
vacancy...... I am on a clearance drive... so I can’t enroll
you back....
Further today I see you as a Master and I have nothing
more to offer than what has been already offered to you
Lords grace...
❖❖❖

A few months back.....
It was 35 years since I met him... I was waiting for
him at the station... past memories..... we both happened
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to be together for 12 days..... after that we have not met....
today I know he is a very big man....... I know very well
that he will be surrounded by a lot of people and of
course the police to escort him out of station... there
were a lot of people carrying the party flags and shouting
slogans in praise of him and his party.... the train had
arrived and he was coming out of the first class AC
compartment... I was standing in a corner... as he got
down from the train, his eyes were searching for me....
he spotted me.... he just pushed his security cordon and
started moving towards me.... I hugged him and he was
in tears... he put his hand in to his pocket and removed a
25 paise old coin which I had given him 35 years back....
He handed it back to me and said... ‘This has done
what I wanted.... now I want to give this back to you, so
that it may be useful to some one else’...
Me: Please continue to keep it... still you have not arrived
at the destination.... once you arrive, it will certainly leave
you...
He just bowed and left.... I just escaped in to the
crowd...
❖❖❖
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As we crossed Trichy towards Thanjavur, we visited
the temple on a small hill top... Tiruverumbur..
Erumbeeswarar... here the legend says that the devas
in the form of ants worshiped Lord Shiva... Erumbu in
tamil means ants and hence called Erumbeeswarar... we
both worshiped the Lord and I was just looking for our
common friend... she was there at the entrance of the
temple, a 21 days old goat... she was not comfortable to
take the banana from me.. so I asked the person
accompanying me to feed her with a banana given as
prasad by the priest... she happily ate the banana... she
was very happy... she was blaring sounds.. as we climbed
down the hill she waited in the steps blaring sounds.. I
knew the reason... I just smiled to the person
accompanying me...I know very well that a liability
outstanding for nearly 12 births had been paid for by the
person accompanying me... Lords grace...
❖❖❖

We both went to ‘Bangaru Kamakshi’ temple in
Thanjavur... there were two cows... I offered banana to
the younger one and she was disinterested... I offered
to the elder one.. she refused to take it and even shook
her head in disapproval twice.. this has been the case
many times.. I just wanted them to escape the runam
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with me, but they always refuse... they don’t want to go
to Lord instead prefer to stay with me.. really funny.. I
know these souls for more than 1200 years and they
refuse to leave me.. very funny indeed...
❖❖❖

It was an usual day.... I was driving Anantaraman’s
Volkswagen Vento car.... suddenly some thing came to
my mind... just 35 kms before Trichy is a village on the
highway by name ‘Siruvachoor’.... the presiding deity is
‘Madhura Kali Amman’... she is a real beauty... two eyes
are not enough to see her..
I completed having a darshan of her and came to
board the car... the keys were missing... I searched my
bag and shirt pocket... no where I could find... I thought
of calling Anantaraman to inform this... the luggage was
inside the car... then I realized the mobile was inside the
car.... I hardly remember any telephone number.... so I
walked with my shoulder bag to the main highway which
is 2 kms from the temple.... I just boarded a bus to
Trichy..... I got down in Trichy bus stand and went to
Vasantha Bhavan to have some snacks and coffee.... I
just came out...
An old majestic looking lady, may be around 75 years
of age, approached me and asked me direction to go to
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Siruvachoor, ‘Madhura Kali Amman’ temple.... she told
me she has come on a pilgrimage and whether I can
guide her to Siruvachoor... she is from North of India
and spoke Hindi.... she didn’t utter a word in Tamil... I
thought there is some message in this... on the pretext
of guiding her I thought of going back to Siruvachoor....
so we both boarded a bus and were talking so many
things, right from family to religion to politics etc., we
reached Siruvachoor....
It was after noon and the temple was closed... so we
just sat on a raised platform... she said she was very tired
and would like to sleep.... she asked me whether I would
mind if she slept with her head on my lap since there
was no pillow with us.... she started dozing on my lap...
after two hours of sleep she said she was hungry... so
first we both went to a small hotel and had snacks...
We returned back to the temple.... we had the darshan
of goddess and then we were doing pradakshanam of
the prakaram... after 12 pradakshanams she went missing...
she was no where to be found... I was surprised and as I
was just coming out of the temple, the poojari/priest
came running from inside and said.. ‘Sir, the old woman
who came with you to have darshan asked me to keep
this packet near the Goddess and then give it to you’....
he handed over the packet and left inside..
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When I opened the packet I found the car keys, some
kumkum prasadam and a lemon.... I just turned back
and went into the temple to see the Goddess.... I found
‘Sri Madhura Kali Amman’ smiling at me gracefully.... I
was in tears.......Lords grace... Jai Mataji....
❖❖❖

Around 4 years back, during one of my trips to
Trivandrum, I was busy purchasing hotly fried banana
chips on the road side.... a small girl may be six or seven
years old, came near me and asked for alms... I gave her
some money and bought two chips packets for her. Then
she pointed out to her torn clothes and asked me to get
her clothes... I just took the kid to the market area and
got her clothes... then she pointed to some toys in a
shop... I got her toys.. then I asked her where she lives...
then she took me to a temple and she showed the prahara
and said she lives there... infact that day I saw a number
of kids dancing and playing on the prahara... she asked
me whether I can afford getting them all clothes and
food... there were totally another 6 kids, interestingly all
females.... so once again I took all the 6 plus the one who
is with me back to the road side banana chips stall got
them 2 packets of chips each, took them to the market
got dresses and toys.. I took them back to the temple... a
very beautiful lady was standing near the temple... the
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kids ran to her and hugged her... she was very furious
and started shouting at me... she said... ‘Without my
permission who are you to take my children with you’...
I was taken aback... I couldn’t reply and I fumbled... she
said even my clothes are in poor shape, I am too hungry....
she said first take me to a hotel and feed me... I took her
to a hotel... she ate and the kids also ate... then we all
went to a shop and she took a saree... she said.. I need
one more... then she took some boxes of sweet from a
sweet shop... she said I can’t walk... so I called a taxi and
we all went back to the temple...
I politely asked her.... ‘Where do you live with these
kids’?
She smiled and said... ‘Why can you buy me a house’?
I said.... ‘Why not?’
She: ‘Will it be as big as this temple?’..
Me: ‘May be not... it will be a small house’..
She: ‘No problem.. I can adjust and live... but will you
give me a place in your heart because thats very big and
can accommodate me and my family?’...
I could not understand head or tail of this statement...
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She: ‘Don’t worry.. I very well know I am in your heart
sitting as a soul’..
I was literally blinking...
She just went inside that beautiful temple with her
seven kids and vanished...
I knew it was the deity of the temple .... Sri Attukkal
Bhagawathy with Saptha Kanya... this was some time
before ‘Akshara Gaana Yagnam’ which we conducted
in Mangalagiri...
Lords grace...
❖❖❖

He was my very good friend.... but a very angry man....
he will shout for anything and everything.... many a time
it would be point less and meaning less to point it out
since he will not accept.... one day I took him in a boat in
Hussain Sagar to Gautam Buddha, who is standing tall...
Me: Now show your anger to him and shout at him... he
will not react..... he is the only person who will accept
your shout for shout sake in Hyderabad as far as I know....
please shout at him....
He looked at the statue for 5 complete minutes....
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Suddenly he started prostrating the driver of the motor
boat... the driver was scared....
Now I intervened...
He: I saw Lord Gautam Buddha’s form.... how much
peace in his face.... he is my Lord....
He became a changed person.....radical change...
He started visiting all holy places where Buddha had
traveled.... Raigarh... Nalanda... Bodh Gaya.... Vaishali....
Kushi Nagar.... etc.,
I was told presently he is a monk in a monastery
somewhere in Myanmar...
Lords grace and Leela...
❖❖❖

I know the priest of this temple.... he is a very good
hearted person with a lot of love for Lord Bhairava... he
is well versed in Krishna Yajur Veda.... when he prays,
you can witness his ‘Bhakthi ’ towards Lord.... he had a
desire to hear the voice of God.... I had a desire to have
his desire fulfilled...
One day I heard him praying to Lord Bhairava that if
he doesn’t hear his voice that day by 6 pm in the evening,
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he will jump in the temple tank and will come after Lord
Bhairava.... that day I was 500 kms away from this
temple.... I reached there late afternoon...
The boy was sitting opposite to Lord Bhairava and
was in total trance.... I entered the garbha griha and hid
behind the idol of Lord Kala Bhairava.... now I didn’t
know what to do..... I thought I will call him by his name
and he will hear that and he will drop the idea of suicide...
as I was about to call his name... some one tickled me on
my right side hip.... then left side hip... then once again
right side and once again left side... it started tickling like
hell... I couldn’t see any one behind... I couldn’t control
any longer...I burst in to laughter.....I could distinctly and
clearly hear another laughter sound.... once again I was
tickled... I laughed.... there was another laughter... the boy
got up from trance and felt joyous... probably he too
heard it.... once this was over.... he offered harathi to
Lord Bhairava, did the evening Pooja (Sayarakshai) and
locked the door and left.... I just sat before the lord looking
at his beautiful face...
Early morning once again that tickling and I laughed.....
I just saw the Lord smiling and laughing at me.... after
some time, I found myself in the car and I drove back to
Madurai...... Lord’s grace...
❖❖❖
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He was very close to me... an association of almost 35
years... he had given me his will to be given to his kin and
kith on his death.... he wanted me to perform his funeral
rites and he did not prefer his kids doing it.... he had
written a seperate about this to me and his kids and was
delivered by another family member on his death.... so I
performed the funeral...
After the funeral, I read the will in presence of his kin
and kith... there were also some outsiders... the entire
property was written in my name by my friend... he had
vented his disappointment about the way he and his
wife (departed earlier to him) were treated by his kids...
this was cited as the reason for writing the property in
my name...
I just looked at the faces... they all looked down.... I
just burst in to laughter... I just tore the will right in front
of their eyes...
I said... ‘Totally 6 kids... amicably settle it among
yourselves’...
After a few weeks, I received a communication from
them that they have shared the property equally among
themselves...
But I didn’t share the right of doing every year
Shrardham to this soul.....Lords grace...
❖❖❖
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Long ago there was a king by name ‘Marthanda
Varma’.... he had a wife ‘Srilakshmi’... they had two
children, a male by name ‘Vijayakesari’ and the female
‘Madhuravani ’.... he ruled the kingdom very justly and
was known to be generous... there was a Vaamachari by
name ‘Gaja Simha Dev ’... this Vaamachari was doing a
lot of negative practices and lived in a near by forest... he
suddenly got a desire to become the king.... he did a
Vaamachara prayogam on Marthanda Varma and the
king died... Srilakshmi and her kids escaped to a near by
country... Srilakshmi was doing petty odd jobs and was
taking care of the family...... through deceit Gaja Simha
Dev captured the kingdom and started to rule.... but since
he was a Vaamachari, he couldn’t keep quiet.... he was
continuing to do his practices secretly..... this is the story...
Interestingly I have found, Marthanda Varma,
Srilakshmi, Vijayakesari, Madhuravani and Gaja Simha
Dev are born and are in the same family.... in this birth,
Gaja Simha Dev is the maternal uncle of Marthanda
Varma... Sri Lakshmi is born as daughter to Gaja Simha
Dev....
Today the marriage of erstwhile Marthanda Varma
and erstwhile Srilakshmi has taken place...
Lords ways are interesting..... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖
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He: I need money to perform my daughter’s marriage...
We: Lords grace... our prayers...
He: Can you arrange?
We: How much?
He: 10 Lakhs...
We: Why that much?
He: Hall arrangements.... photos.... video recording....
dress materials.... food for guests etc.,
We: I will perform her marriage in a simple way in the
temple...
He: No Guruji.... what will my relatives and friends think?
We: If that was the case, you should have saved some
amount in your life... your daughter was not born today....
Why do something beyond your capacity if you can’t
do it yourself ?
This happened 15 years ago....
No doubt we got him the money and the marriage
took place in a grand manner.....
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He called me to his office... he said he will hand over
money for the Yagnam... when I went to his office, I
was asked to wait outside his cabin.... I sat... after 5
minutes, I could clearly hear that he was shouting on top
of his voice inside the cabin to some one....
I just slipped off....
He called me on phone... “Sorry Guruji...I made you
wait... I think you are angry and left”
I just broke in to laughter...
He asked .... “Why are you laughing Guruji?”
I said...... “The way you shouted at him, I got scared
and left... from your voice, I could guess that your mood
is not alright.... in case you want to donate any money
come to Ahobilam and give.... I am too lazy these days
to keep running behind people....”
He said... “Ok Guruji... I will hand over at Yagnam...”
He couldn’t make it...
He called me after Yagnam
He: Where should I come to hand over the donation? I
couldn’t make it to the Yagnam...
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I once again went in to bouts of laughter...
He asked me... “Why are you laughing Guruji?”
I said... ‘My son, you are too late for the 102nd Yagnam
since its over and you are too early for the next.... better
luck next time....”
Lords grace...
❖❖❖

Once during one of our astral travels we met a saint
by name ‘Krupadevar’ who lived physically in this world
some 3000 years back. Interestingly he was enquiring with
us the condition of many temples in the Bharat Desh...
when we were wondering as to why he was enquiring all
this with us, since he must have known the status already
due to astral travel...
Krupadevar: You must be wondering as to why I am
asking this question when I know very well the status of
these temples due to astral travel?
We: Yes lord... exactly we are wondering...
Krupadevar: It is just to find out whether your analysis
and what we found matches or not....
We: So sweet of you my Lord...
We just kept quiet...
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Krupadevar: Why now are you not asking whether what
we saw and what you analysed matches or not?
We smiled and continued...
We: We are amazed to be in your presence.. now nothing
is interesting to us but to be in your presence...
Krupadevar: (smiles)... Your smile has answered my
question... what I saw and what you analyzed are exact..
you already know that and hence you didn’t follow it up
with the next question... people who do ‘Astral Travel’
always know the truth...
We joined in the cosmic laughter with Krupadevar...
❖❖❖

Now a days I find boys and girls planning after
marriage... they want to have kids after 3 years or 5 years...
they plan.... now after five years they think, kid will just
pop up.... seven years gone... they start panicking... I don’t
understand this analogy.... my understanding is once you
are married in a couple of years the ‘kids show’ must be
over and you concentrate on upbringing of kids.... for
planning reasons given are...
1

First we want to understand each other...

2

We want to enjoy carefree for a few years...
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3

We can’t afford to have a kid now with our salaries
not enough for ourselves...

4

If I have a kid now it will affect the beauty and shape
of my body...

There are variety of reasons..... as soon as you say
‘Yes’ to have a kid, the nature may say ‘No’.... and it
delays... then keep running to doctors..... the doctors
talking about poly cyst syndrome..... treatment after that....
after that also doesn’t fall in place.... then IVF etc.,.....
then also doesn’t fall.... finally adoption the only way.... at
that stage too some don’t prefer and come out with
excuses that their elders will not agree, not their biological
blood blah blah.....
These are the wonders of planning..... once you are
married in a short span of time the ‘kids show’ must be
over... in my experience most of the cases of planning
have gone awry.... so beware...... Lord’s grace...
❖❖❖

Some times even as a Master (since addressed by you
all), we face certain peculiar situation because of the
disciple (though claimed but not to be so)... recently I
have reasons to believe that one of my so called disciple
has done wrong to some one and it is reflecting on me..
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I am basically non judgmental by nature since my gurus
have conditioned me in to a thinking that ‘we are not
the doers’, but also advised me to follow a path of
‘Choicelessness’.. now I have to sit in the judgment
chair and deliver a judgment... no doubt since its
choiceless, I may have to do.... but I am really aghast to
find some one whom I know going to the extent of
spoiling the relationship between a boy and a girl who
were longing to get married.. I am against this... I don’t
like such nonsense being played right under my nose...
this only brings disrepute to the entire clan of GuruSishya relationship... so when you do something take care
to see that you don’t bring disrepute to the holy
relationship with a Master in case you claim to be a
disciple... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

Raaja Rashtra Krutham Paapam,
Raja Paapam Purohitham...
Bhartha Sweekrutham Sri Paapam,
Sishya Paapam Gurum Vrajeth...
The Sins committed by the People goes to the King....
The Sins committed by the King goes to his Raj
Purohith...
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The Sins committed by the Wife goes to the
Husband....
The Sins committed by Disciples reach the Master.....
❖❖❖

I gave one rupee to a billionaire.... I gave an address in
Haryana... I asked him to meet the gentleman of the
house by name ‘Gopal Das’, and hand over this Re.1/... the billionaire was waiting for an opportunity to go to
Haryana.... he had a board meeting in Delhi.... after the
board meeting, he left for Haryana... he reached the
village... he reached the home of Gopal Das.... lots of
people were outside the house... Gopal Das has passed
away.... he went inside the house offered his respects....
he just placed the coin along with his body.... the body
was carried by the people of the house.... the coin fell on
the ground.... a boy took this coin and exchanged it with
the local ice cream vendor.... the vendor passed it to
another local....then to a shop.....then it went to post
office...from there to treasury....on ward got distributed
to a person in Madhya Pradesh..... after roaming here
and there it reached Hyderabad..... yesterday in a short
bus ride between Lakdi Ka Pool and Masab Tank, I was
fortunate to get it back.... now it has to stay with me for
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3 years before I can pass it on to some one.... till such
time Gopal Das needs to be taken care..... Lords Grace...
❖❖❖

As I was driving and going, a person known to me by
name ‘Rathna Kumar ’ was standing on the road waving
at my car... I stopped and he boarded the car...
He: Lucky I could meet you...
Me: Purely Lord’s grace... in the name of Lord what can
I do for you?
He: You know very well, I had educated all my kids well
and I had also distributed my property... some how I
have a feeling that I have not been justified with my
third son who eloped with a girl... I had a lot of grudge
against him and that resulted in my writing the entire
wealth to all and not a penny to him... now I can’t do
anything...
Now I want you to do me two favours....
Me: What is it?
He: I would like to be born as his kid... Can you help me
out in this...
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Me: Ok.. for that I may have to seek permission from
your paternal and maternal forefathers.. incase they
permit, it should be possible..
He: I know very well they will agree... my next favour is
you must be there with me in my next janma too...
Me: Ok Lords grace we will give it a try.. I will not leave
you... I follow you in the next till you get fed up with
me... now where shall I drop you?
He: I would like to go home and watch the fun of my
other kids till my body is burnt tomorrow ...
Me: No problem... I too have to see your dead body
and convey condolences to your family members...
I left him at his place... we both went inside to see the
drama...
Today morning the third son called me to inform that
his wife is pregnant and is in to it for the eighth week...
I profusely thank the Lord for his compassion and
love...
Welcome Rathna Kumar....
This time we are with Lord’s grace name you as
‘Tapasya ’....
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To escape Drishti Dosham
1. Whenever you meet some one of doubt don’t have
eye contact for more than 20 seconds.... talk to them,
switch your eyes to elsewhere for 20 seconds and
once again look at them for 20 seconds... once again
switch over... keep shifting your eye moment once
in 20 seconds...
2. Don’t sit straight to the person whom you doubt...
sit in an angle bent... while talking adopt procedure
said under one...
3. In case you are inviting a doubtful character home
or office, first offer plain water (cold/normal/warm)
to the person comes to drink... after he leaves you
drink water... water is a good neutralizing medium
for Drishti...
4. If doubtful character friends/relatives stay in house
for more than a day better wash the house...or atleast
mop the floor...
5. Avoid eatables which the doubtful person gives..
Does evil eye effect really exists or is it a myth?
Let us not go in to evil or good eye....
Normally what we say Guru Kataksham.... let
Guru’s sight fall on us... its a blessing....
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On thursdays at Tirumala ‘Netra Darshanam’... on
all days the thiruman/namam covers the Lords eyes...
on Thursday he is more in the form of Guru, so his
kataksham should fall on us....
Why did Rama hide and attack Vaali... because if Vaali
sees any one directly 50% of their strength is transferred
to him... so Rama hide and had to execute Vaali...
In the bio magnetic field of earth it is always believed
that one has more and the other has less of power... so
Drishti of some people has a positive effect and Drishti
of some has a negative effect..
Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

Doing Shrardham to parents or elders is a must as
long as one is able to mix food with his own hands and
eat.... if he is being spoon fed by some one else it need
not be done but the following needs to be done...
In a banana leaf....
Keep 2 Kgs of Rice
2 plantains (Kaccha ones used for curry purpose)
200 gms of Arvi (Hindi)... Seppang Kizhangu (Tamil)
100 gms Jaggery piece..
200 gms of Green Gram... (Pesar)
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One Brass or Copper tumbler with water and Dakshina
in commensurate to one’s earning and living...
To be given to a Brahmin on the Thidhi day of parents
or elders...
When I shared above details with a female devotee,
She: Very nice info Guruji, I have a question, I request
you to kindly answer this. What if parents have no sons
or no grand sons? and when my parents raised this topic
with one of our closest cousins and asked for their help
in this regard.
Me: The above can be done by a female too... call a
Brahmin on that day home and give him the materials...
prostrate him... consider that your elders have come in
that form.... it was being done by ladies those days.... but
in the middle male chauvinism took over...
I see in families if there are three brothers, they join
and do the Shrardham... this is not acceptable... those
days if you eat from the same kitchen, Shrardham can
be done together... if kitchens are different, individually
brothers have to do Shrardham at their place... meeting
on Shrardham day and doing not acceptable....
❖❖❖
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One of the disciple was very worried today (Mahalya
Paksham) that the crows didn’t come yesterday when
they did ‘Pinda pradhaanam’ for his sister who passed
away recently.... probably the Pitrus are already satisfied.....
or there is a chance they may come from the ground in
form of ants and insects and eat it and you cannot see
it..... those days crows and birds were in plenty... further
crows are considered as Pitrus in India since they are as
old as creation.... now due to cell phone towers and the
fast life of the city many have died or migrated..... still we
do see pigeons.... in the ever changing world, we should
also change to look at these things more from the heart
and see Pitrus in every object of creation.... so don’t get
dejected.... you can also keep the pindams along with
some jaggery and feed the cows in case you feel very
sentimental on the Mahalya Amavasya Day....
❖❖❖

Those days certain practices existed.... we cannot keep
blindly following it... what was possible those days may
not be possible today.... what is possible today may not
be possible in future... this is the basis of evolution....
Those days when people die, the Kartha for one year
will not go to hills, will not go long distances, will not visit
temples, pilgrimage etc., the reason is... just now one death
has happened... the Kartha should be alive to perform
the Shrardham and other responsibilities....going long
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distances, hill, pilgrimage is taking risk... so let him for an
year be confined to his place....
These days things have changed and a function called
‘Subha Sweekaram’ was introduced... normally after
doing the initial days of Karma/Shrardham, on the last
day this is performed.... the reason is... today man has to
go to work to survive.... today he has more challenges to
live life... he can’t keep sitting in the house and keep crying
for a year... though a death has happened on the 13th
day (according to community you belong it differs),
‘Subha Sweekaram’ function is done.... thats why
Sweekaram.... Sweekaram means voluntarily accepting
auspiciousness... ie., Subham... after doing it, you must
be happy since through Subham you have given a pledge
to your Pitrus/Fore Fathers that you will be happy and
do auspicious things at home and outside... so in our
perspective, after the 13th day, you cannot observe
Dukham / Mourning....
Maharishi Rajar used to say “don’t keep mourning after
the first 12 days... from 13th day keep your Pitrus in
heart, pray to them and do all auspicious activities and
they will bless you...”
So go to temples, do Poojas... these are all sacred
auspicious things... don’t stop it... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖
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There are two types...
People who pray to Surya, Sun God and people who
pray to Chandra, Moon God....
People who pray to Surya are from Sauram or the
Surya clan....
People who pray to Chandra are from Chandrayana
or the Chandra clan....
People who pray to Surya are more of the soul type....
for them mind is always wavering and not acceptable...
People who pray to Chandra are more mind type...
they feel soul is unattached and not flexible... so not
acceptable...
Surya is Father... Chandra is Mother...
Father is in his own world... Mother is flexible.....
Father is strict and Mother is compassionate....
One sect believes that unless one is strict, discipline
will not exist.... another sect believes, discipline cannot
be forced, but through compassion discipline can be
enforced....
So Amavasya is auspicious in Tamil Nadu since
Tamilians follow Sauram..... no trace of moon... no mind....
so only soul … hence auspicious....
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But Amavasya is not auspicious for Andhraites.... no
moon... so not auspicious... but Padyami is auspicious
since a small arc of the moon is visible....
So every region has its own faith... and they are perfect
to those in the region... Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖

One disciple asked me.... “Guruji there are lots of
parents ambitions on their kids... what should the kid
do?”
Me: Parents should first learn to respect the child for
what ever he is or she is... this is not done in the first
place... they take the kids for granted.... every parent if
asked they say they are doing it for the future welfare of
the kid... this is nonsense.....unless parents learn to live
this moment and believe in the present, they can’t look
at the kid that way.... most of the parents could not
achieve what they wanted to achieve in life, so the easy
next target is the kid... at that age they start conditioning
the kid you must be this... you must be that.... most of
the kids start feeling the pressure from kindergarten stage
itself... finally most do not achieve... then comes self pity...
followed by depression... they start taking the kid to
counselors... its sheer ignorance on part of the parent...
in fact if the kid is ambitious, the parent has to take
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measures to curtail it... still if he or she persists, thats his
way of life... don’t spoil the kids life by showing them a
way for a ego trip, which will be an utter failure in the
long run...
❖❖❖

One needs a lot of courage to be with a Master because
Master is very courageous...... he / she is not a coward....
Master’s ways are unique.... and every Master is unique....
they cannot be compared... some times their ways are
very rebellious... Master ways are always mysterious.... they
don’t conform to the so called logical thinking.... to mend
the ways of the ‘disciple’ and bring him to the Lord’s
fold, Master takes a very arduous journey... his main aim
is to make the disciple realize the spirit of his inner being....
Master takes the disciple closer to truth so that the disciple
can have a glimpse of the beautiful cosmic reality called
‘God’.... it will be futile for any one to predict his actions...
so the disciple must be prepared to ‘Expect the
Unexpected’ from Master.... disciple means
‘discipline’.... from the word ‘discipline’ comes
‘disciple’.... after living with the Master for many years,
the disciple gets elevated to a level called ‘devotee’.... the
‘devotee’ has a better view of the Master than a
‘disciple’... at this stage in fact there is no verbal
communication between the Master and the devotee...
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its all telepathy... thats the stage where the ‘disciple’ really
lives with the Master.... its more a meta physical
existence.... no more of any physical longing to see the
Master exists... the devotee experiences the Master
inside.... now the devotee is just bubbling with faith and
wonder... absolutely reasoning stops...... this is the stage
where the ‘disciple’ turned ‘devotee’ experiences God.....
Lord Dakshinamurthy......Lords will... mercy.... and grace....
❖❖❖

When I look at you, I don’t just see you..... I see through
you.... I come to know that I know you for long.... since
I am thinking of your past, I don’t want you all to think
of your past... your past is safe with me.... that’s why I
say ‘Enjoy the present and don’t keep digging about your
past’.... when there are some skeletons of your past, Lord’s
grace we try to see that the effects are not passed to
you... all the skeletons will vanish easily the moment you
orient yourself by renouncing your doer ship attitude
and grace fully positioning as a ‘non doer’... that way
you will not only help yourself but also reduce the work
load... just move from ‘doer’ to ‘non doer’ in attitude
while doing anything and everything... the skeletons of
your past will vanish.... Lord’s grace..
❖❖❖
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Just being in the presence of the Master is heavenly....
just sitting with him and looking at him, gives so much
of peace... occasionally as the Master talks, his looking at
us for a split second, all our maladies seem to fly off... just
sitting in silence and meditating along with him or sitting
with him in prayers and chanting along with him, we
find ourself immersed with sakshaat Lord Veda
Narayana... so much of calmness and peace surrounds
us and moulds us better in life.... I have enjoyed my
Masters this way.....
Lords mercy and grace...
❖❖❖
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Sri Guruji
Sri V.V. Sridhar Guruji is the Head of Sri Jwala Trust,
Chennai. He is an accomplished spiritualist. He is
conversant with rare and holistic scriptures. He is an
exponent of the “Chaya Atharva Veda”, which is not
available as of today in written form. He is an authority
on it. The Chaya Atharva Veda helps in curing acute
diseases. He is a master of many Vidyas of Vedic Lore
like Sri Krishna Mohana Tantram and Kapala
Tantram.
Sri Guruji has performed 102 yagnas as of date and
innumerable Yantra Poojas for the benefit of mankind.
He promotes Unity and Harmony among all religions
and people. Love and Compassion are his sublime
message. Spirituality without service to society is void.
Under His guidance the Trust plays a great role in the
upliftment of the society.
Approach, appreciate and adhere to the lofty ideals
preached and practiced by your overwhelming
participation in the celebrations and its activities.
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